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In this work it is presented a solution to Maxwell’s equations for core-shell nanoparti-
cle scattering near an isotropic substrate covered with an anisotropic thin film, based on
an extension of the Bobbert-Vlieger (BV) solution for particle scattering near a substrate,
delivering an exact solution in the near-field as well as far-field. It is applied successfully
the developed scattering model to the calculation of light scattering on an optical model
representing a lipid vesicle near a lipid bilayer, whereby the lipids are characterized
through a uniaxial optical model. Hereby, it is paved the path for understanding quanti-
tatively how light scatters during a cellular exo- or endocytosis event during microscopic
observation taking into account lipid induced anisotropy. Through the application of el-
lipsometry angles it is effectively demonstrated that realistically small optical anisotropy
values significantly alter far-field optical scattering in respect to an equivalent optical
model for cellular endocytosis consisting of isotropic components only.
It is then calculated the impact of lipid-induced optical anisotropy on the experimen-
tal observation of exo- or endocytic microscopic imaging with e.g. Differential Interfer-
ence Contrast (DIC) microscopy. Furthermore, it is integrated this extended BV scattering
solution into a rigorous model of DIC image formation which allows for characterizing
DIC, through simulation, as a tool for imaging of exo- or endocytosis events. It is also
compared theoretical predictions with experimental high Numerical Aperture (NA) dic
imaging of dielectric oxide nanoparticles with organic shell.




Neste trabalho é apresentada a solução das equações de Maxwell para nanopartículas
cobertas com um filme fino perto de um substrato isotrópico coberto com um filme fino
anisotrópico baseando-se numa extensão da solução de Bobbert-Vlieger (BV) para uma
partícula perto de um substrato, obtendo-se a solução exata tanto para o near-field bem
como o far-field. O modelo de dispersão da luz é aplicado para calcular a interação da luz
com um modelo ótico que representa um liposoma perto da uma membrana lipídica, onde
os lípidos são caracterizados através de um modelo ótico uniaxial. Desta forma, é possível
perceber como a luz é dispersa durante a exo- ou endocitose observável ao microscópio
tendo em conta a anisotropia dos lípidos. Considerando os ângulos de elipsometria é
demonstrado que pequenos valores de anisotropia alteram significativamente o far-field
disperso comparando com um modelo ótico de endocitose onde apenas se consideram
materiais isotrópicos.
Também é calculado o impacto da anisotropia dos lípidos numa observação micros-
cópica utilizando Differential Interference Contrast (DIC). Além disso, é integrado a
extensão do modelo de BV num modelo rigoroso de DIC para caracterizar DIC como
ferramenta de observação da exo- or endocitose. Os resultados teóricos são também com-
parados com resultados experimentais de nanopartículas de sílica cobertas com lípidos
obtidos num DIC de elevada Numerical Aperture (NA).
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The absorption of matter by a living cell through invagination of its own membrane to
form a vacuole, i.e endocytosis, and the inverse process where the cell ejects vesicles to
the extracellular medium, i.e exocytosis, are fundamental process in biology. The control
of these dynamics allows to improve medical treatment using for example drug delivery
at specific tissues which can be achieve through vesicles as carrier for in situ delivery [1].
Unfortunately, in-vivo monitorization of endocytosis represents a formidable chal-
lenge in microscopy due to small dimensions and small contrast of the components in-
volved and principally the short duration of the event. The techniques used nowadays
require external fluorescent agents [2] which can be experimentally troublesome due to
phenomena of photobleaching and blinking [3].
In 1952, Smith introduced the DIC white light microscopy [4] that was a few years
later improved by Nomarski and Weill [5]. This new type of microscopy is a widely-
applied contrast enhancement mechanism in optical microscopy for life sciences [6, 7]
due that it is very sensitive to the introduction of phase change, in contrast to bright field
observation that monitors intensity variations only.
Video-DIC microscopy is a powerfully tool for observation of cellular processes be-
cause it combines the DIC capacities with an appropriate frame rate [8]. However, since
that DIC microscopy is based on the interference of two polarised beam it is expected that
the Supported Lipid Bilayer (SLB) anisotropy impacts the image formation [9]. Monitor
endocytosis employing video-DIC is a challenge since the vesicles size is close to the
microscope resolution and it is not well understood how optical anisotropy influence the
image formation.
Recently, Chowdhury et al. showed how Structured Illumination (SI) data can be used
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to create a Three Dimensional (3D) Refractive Index (RI) cellular map [10]. The recon-
struction is based upon the definition of an isotropic scattering potential introduced by
Wolf in the 1960s [11]. This potential is derived assuming an isotropic sample RI distribu-
tion and so the impact of an anisotropic sample RI is currently not understood. Therefore,
once more, a quantification of how small optical anisotropy amounts affects how light is
scattered could help to understand better if approximate the cellular components to the
optical isotropic case is valid or not.
1.2 State of the Art
Imaging both endocytosis and exocytosis is currently made using external fluorescent
agents. Anantharam et al. proved that polarized resolved Total Internal Reflectance Flu-
orescence Microscopy (TIRFM) can be a powerful technique for exocytosis observation,
in particular to characterize the localized topological changes that occurs in the plasma
membrane [12]. Within a different context, Hines et al. demonstrated how combined
fluorescence Confocal Microscopy (CM) and video-DIC microscopy data can jointly con-
tribute to the study of dynamic membrane remodelling process during nerve growth [2].
Since the introduction of DIC microscopy, multiple theoretical models have been in-
troduced over the years [13, 14]. More recently, Munro and Török elaborate a rigorously
Nomarski DIC model under coherent illumination considering high NA lens [15] employ-
ing the diffraction theory of Wolf and Richards [16, 17]. The calculation of theoretical
images is made using microscopes models associated with a sample model which solves
the Maxwell equations considering a specific geometry.
From an optical point of view it is valid to approximate endocytosis by a sphere
coated with a SLB which approach a substrate with a SLB above. The Maxwell equations
for this type of geometries were solved by Bobbert et al. [18, 19]. However, this model
was developed considering only isotropic materials which limits its application for this
work. To study rigorously endocytosis it is important to develop an extension of the
original Bobbert-Vlieger (BV) model. The scattering of a sphere with a uniaxial anisotropic
shell has been considered by De Beule to consider isotropic particles with an anisotropic
shell where he also quantified, theoretically, the anisotropy impact in a ellipsometry
measurement [20]. Viegas et al. compared the extended BV model data with experimental
data [21].
Considering De Beule’s BV model, to rigorously model endocytosis, it is necessary a
new extension to include the anisotropy of the substrate’s SLB. With this new extension,





By the statements presented above, it is clear that actually it is missing a quantification
of how small anisotropy amounts affects light interaction. To overcome this, the goal of
this work is to provide this quantification considering, as a case of study, the biological
situation of a cell and the anisotropy of its membrane.
The main steps of this master thesis are the following:
• Elaboration of a DIC model based on Munro and Török model [15];
• Elaboration of an extension to De Beule’s BV model [20] that considers a substrate
with anisotropic thin films;
• Study, theoretically, how the SLB anisotropy impacts in how light is scattered;
• Study, theoretically and experimentally, how the SLB and its anisotropy impacts the
DIC image formation;
• Study, theoretically, how the SLB anisotropy impacts the endocytosis imaging pro-
cess in video-DIC.
1.4 Overview
This manuscript approaches the work developed within the master thesis program. It is
divided in four main chapters each one describing a specific part of the work as explained
in the next paragraphs.
The chapter 2 explains the theory behind the modulation made in this thesis. It is
essentially divided in two main parts, the first explaining the transformations made in
the BV model to consider anisotropic materials and the last one all the theory necessary
to modulate a DIC microscope.
The chapter 3 focus in all materials and methods used. It is also explained there the
programs used in the numerical implementations and all the verifications steps required.
The experimental protocol with the respective sample preparation and characterization
as well as the specifications of the equipment used are also presented in this chapter. At
last, it is also mentioned how the data is analyzed to have a quantification of the impact
in the image.
The chapter 4 discuss SLB impact in light interaction. More precisely, it is studied
the anisotropy impact in the electric scattered far field presented as modelled ellipsom-
etry data and then, it is evaluated the SLB impact in DIC images. It is also presented
ellipsometry and DIC modelled data of endocytosis.
The chapter 5 mentions all the conclusions and some further work that could be












As mentioned in previous pages, one of the goals of this work is to implement a DIC
model that allows the characterization of the SLB anisotropy impact in the image. For
this purpose, it is referred in this chapter the theory necessary to implement this model.
It is important to enhance that the objective of this chapter is not to provide a deep and
complete background in optics but to provide the necessary theory from the application
point of view.
In appendix A are indicated the conventions, nomenclature and coordinate systems
used in this dissertation.
This chapter is divided in two main sections: first, the section 2.1 explain the bases of
light scattering with small particles, proceeding to the section 2.2 where it is explained
how to create a DIC model. In this last section, it is also explained how to combine the
light scattering and DIC’s theory.
2.1 Scattering theory
In this section, it is presented briefly the theory of light scattering when light interact
with a small sphere which is near a substrate. The section 2.1.1 introduces some general
polarimetry definitions. Then the section 2.1.2 refers to how the light interacts with
anisotropic thin film (as SLB) while section 2.1.3 explain how light interacts with a iso-
lated sphere. The section 2.1.4 refers to the light interaction with a sphere near a substrate
(BV and Anisotropic Bobbert-Vlieger (ABV) model).
2.1.1 Polarimetry
The models implemented are developed using Jones formalism regarding the representa-
tion of electric fields and the description of the light propagation and its interaction with
5
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optical components used in a microscope as well as with samples.
2.1.1.1 Jones vector
As well known, light is an electromagnetic wave in which the electric and magnetic fields
propagate perpendicular to each other and perpendicular to the direction of propagation
nk.
The Jones vector is a simple way to represent the electric field of a polarized light
beam. In the coordinate system (x, y, z) the electric field of a polarized beam can be then
described as a 3D vector with the respective components as in equation 2.1 [22]. The time







In polarimetry the electric is commonly describe in the coordinate system (s, p, k) being
the s component the part perpendicular to the Plane Of Incidence (POI) and the p com-
ponent the part parallel to the same plane. The POI is defined as the plane that contains
the incident and scattered Poynting vector. The k component is always 0 due that the










Figure 2.1: Representation of the (s, p, k) coordinate system of a light beam. The green
plane represents the POI.
With the utilization of the unitary vectors of the respective coordinate systems it is
possible to switch between them. The equation 2.2 allows to transform from the (s, p, k)





 = Esns +Epnp (2.2)
The inverse transformation is represented in equation 2.3.Es nsEp np





In this section, it is introduced the Jones matrix which consists in a mathematical repre-
sentation of optical components or samples.
A Jones matrix’s advantage is that allows the utilization of rotation matrix. That means
that, if an optical component (such as polariser or compensator) is rotated relatively to the
optical axis, mathematically in can be translate to the application of the rotation matrix
to the respective Jones matrix (more detail and an example can be found in section 3.4 of
reference [23]).
A Jones matrix is based on the Fresnel coefficients, which represent the ratio of the
electric field’s amplitude component a incident and scattered in the component b. The





A Fresnel coefficient consists in a complex number where the real part represents the
amplitude scattered and the imaginary part the relative phase between the scattered and
incident wave.
For example, considering the coordinate system (s, p, k), fps represents the ratio be-
tween the electric field amplitude scattered in the s component and the incident in the p
component.
Considering the coordinate system (s, p, k) it makes sense to define four Fresnel




It is also pertinent to highlight the fact that the Jones matrix depend in a set of parameters:
wavelength, Angle Of Incidence (AOI), scattered angle, scatterer, . . . .
Another advantage of the Jones matrix is that allows to easily calculate the scattered
electric field if it is multiplied by the Jones vector of the incident field, as in equation 2.6.
Esc = JEi (2.6)
2.1.1.3 Bidirectional scattered distribution function
A Bidirectional Scattered Distribution Function (BSDF) is a function used to characterize
the light interaction with a scatterer. Taking into account the incoming direction of the
beam and the outgoing direction of the scattered light, it returns the Fresnel coefficients
which relate the incoming and outgoing electric field.
Figure 2.2 shows an example where an arbitrary scatterer scatters the light in multiple
plane waves with different and specific directions.
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Figure 2.2: Representation of the BSDF for an arbitrary scatterer. a) and b) are the
representation from a practical and mathematical point of view, respectively. nki and nksc
stand for the incidence and scattered direction, respectively. They are related with the
angles θi , φi , θSc and φSc by the equations 2.55 to 2.57 of page 26.
The BSDF is represented as a Jones matrix which is a function of the incident polar
(θi) and azimuthal (φi) angles and the scattered polar (θSc) and azimuthal (φSc) angles,
as equation 2.7 suggests.
J(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) =
fpp(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) fsp(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)fps(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) fss(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)
 (2.7)
It is more common to see the definition of Bidirectional Transmission Distribution Func-
tion (BTDF) and Bidirectional Reflection Distribution Function (BRDF). The BSDF con-
sists in a more general function which take in account the reflection and transmission
case, as equation 2.8 shows.
BSDF =
BTDF, if 0 < θSc <
π
2
BRDF, if π2 < θSc < π
(2.8)
2.1.1.4 Ellipsometry angles
With the advances in nanotechnology and the increase in the use of thin-films, ellipsome-
try became a very common technique for characterization [24, 25]. This technique studies
the polarized state of the scattered light when an incident polarized beam interacts with
the respective sample.
Experimentally, the data is compared with theoretical models which allows to charac-
terize many parameters of the sample: optical proprieties, thickness, roughness, etc. . . .
The parameters are depended of the model used which is, of course, depended of the
sample itself.
Traditionally, it is measured the angles Ψ and ∆ which are related with the Fresnel







Ψ is related with the relative amplitude of the p and s component while ∆ is related with
relative phase between the p and s component. Traditionally an ellipsometry measure-
ment is made resolving the AOI or the wavelength used.
The definition presented in equation 2.9 of the angles Ψ and ∆ is only valid consid-
ering that fps and fsp are null. If this condition is not satisfied there are more complex
definitions for the ellipsometry angles but they are not required for the purpose of this
work [23].
2.1.2 Polarized light interaction with anisotropic thin films
Materials with anisotropic optical properties (RI) are common in crystals, such as calcite,
and in thin films of amphiphilic molecules like SLB [27].
An anisotropic material has different RI for each different direction that it is consid-
ered (Nx, Ny , Nz). An uniaxial material, as a SLB, has the same optical proprieties in
two directions and a different one in the normal direction (Nx= Ny= N=, Nz= N⊥). The



















Figure 2.3: Representation of the light interaction with an isotropic material a) and an
uniaxial anisotropic material b). It is here considered an isotropic material with RI as N
and an uniaxial anisotropic material with RI as (N=, N⊥). The RI of the incident medium
is considered as ni .
It is possible to see in figure 2.3 that the p and s component experience different
alteration in their directions due to their propagation in a medium with a different RI.
The anisotropy can be quantified by the birefringence of the material which is related
with the difference between the anisotropic RI, according to the equation 2.10.
∆N =N= −N⊥ (2.10)
On a other hand, to quantify theoretically the effect of the anisotropy it can be defined an








The definition of this average RI allows to have an isotropic reference to see the difference
in how the light is scattered if it is considered or not the anisotropy.
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2.1.2.1 Isotropic substrate with an anisotropic thin film above
The system that is studied in this work consists in small sphere coated with an anisotropic
shell near an Isotropic Substrate with an Anisotropic Thin-Film above (ISATF). The
total solution of this type of systems is mentioned in section 2.1.4. In this section, it is
explained how to calculate the BSDF for an ISATF (Jsub) which is required to calculate
the BV solution.




















Figure 2.4: Representation of the light interaction with an ISATF. Based on reference [23].
As it well known in optics, each time that light suffers a change in the propagation
medium, there is a part of the light which is transmitted and other reflected (section 1.5 of
reference [29]). Dependent of the conditions, the light also suffers a change in its direction
of propagation. The figure 2.4 represents these interaction for the system studied in this
section. The figure also take in account the multiple reflections/transmissions and the
interference between them.
In 1974, De Smet deduced the Fresnel coefficients for this type of geometry [30].
Considering an incident plane wave with direction θi , the light interaction in the interface
of the incident medium with an uniaxial anisotropic layer is mathematically characterized
by the Fresnel coefficients of equations 2.12 to 2.15.
r iapp =











ni cos(θi)− (N2= −n2i sin(θi))
1
2

























To calculate the direction that the light is propagating inside the substrate it is valid
to use the Snell’s law (ni sin(θi) =Ns sin(θt)).
Equations 2.16 to 2.19 are the Fresnel coefficients in the interface between an uniaxial











































The phase variations of the p and s polarized waves inside the thin film can be calculate

















Taking into account the interference of the multiple reflections and transmissions of the
light (as suggested by figure 2.4) it is deduced the total solutions of the system represented
by equations 2.22 to 2.25.
rsubpp =




1 + r iapprasppei2βp
(2.22)
rsubss =


















1 + tiass tasss ei2βs
(2.25)
As mentioned before the goal of this section is to calculate the BSDF (Jsub) for this
geometry. To defined this function, it is required to defined the BRDF and BTDF. For
this purpose, it is required to write the equations in function of the angles θSc and φSc
defined as figure 2.2 suggests.
It is very well known in optics, that when an incident light beam with direction (θi ,
φi) interacts with an isotropic thin film above an isotropic substrate the reflected light is
scattered as a plane wave with direction (π −θi , φi). This is also valid for the case where
11
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the thin film is an anisotropic uniaxial material [23]. Therefore, the BRDF can be defined




 , if θSc = π −θi ∧φi = φSc0 00 0
 , otherwise
(2.26)
On the other hand, it is required to define the BTDF to define the BSDF. For this
purpose, it is also known that the direction of the transmitted light is given by the Snell’s





 , if θSc = sin−1(ni sin(θi )Ns )∧φi = φSc0 00 0
 , otherwise
(2.27)
Using the definition of equation 2.8 it is completed the definition of the BSDF for this
geometry (Jsub).
2.1.3 Mie theory
In 1908, Mie solved the Maxwell’s equations to find the solution of how a polarized light
beam is scattered by a sphere [31]. This theory is not directly necessary for the work that is
purposed but it is used as a comparison with the BV model to check if the implementation
is correct.
A more detailed description of the Mie theory’s deductions can be found in section
4.4.4 of reference [32].
Contrary to sections 2.1.4 and 2.1.2.1, in this section it is directly calculated the
scattered far field (defined in section 2.2.1.2, page 19) instead of the BSDF. The relation
between these two can be found in equation 2.46 present in page 22.
The figure 2.5 represents the geometry of the system modelled in this section.
Solving the Maxwell equations considering the boundary condition of a sphere, it is
possible do calculate scattered far field Esc∞(θi , φi , θSc, φSc). For an incident plane wave











Where S1 and S2 are the Mie’s coefficients defined by the equation 4 of reference [33].






Figure 2.5: Representation of the Mie geometry. Nsphere and ni stand for the RI of the
sphere and the incident medium, respectively. rsphere is the radius of the sphere.
between the incident medium and the sphere’s RI and also the ratio between the wave-
length considered and the radius of the particle.
r∞ represents the distance from the scatterer where the field is being evaluated (more
detail in section 2.2.1.2 in page 19). For this equation to be valid the far field distance r∞
must satisfy the condition r∞ >> λ.
2.1.4 Anisotropic Bobbert Vlieger theory
In this section, it is reported how is calculate BSDF of this type of geometries. There are
two main goals in this section: first it is explained how to calculate the BSDF for a sphere
coated with an anisotropic thin film close to an isotropic substrate with an anisotropic
thin film above. Then it is explained how to calculate the BSDF considering the ABV
model and the incident illumination.
In 1988, Bobbert and Vlieger found the exact solution of the Maxwell’s equations for























Figure 2.6: a) Representation of the traditional BV model. b) representation of the ABV.
Based on reference [20].
To solve the Maxwell’s equations for this geometry, Bobbert and Vlieger wrote the
formal solution of their model as equation 2.29 [19].
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WS = (1−BA)−1B(VI + VIR) (2.29)
To find the total solution of the BV model it is required to take in account the multiple
interactions sphere-substrate. Considering an incident electromagnetic plane wave VI
the scattered field is constituted by the component scattered by the sphere WS and also by
the component scattered by the sphere that interacts with the substrate WSR. The same
approach is required regarding the incident wave: the incident wave interacts with the
substrate and the light reflected by it interacts the with the sphere itself. This incident
component is represented by VIR [19].
The matrices Aand B characterized the light interaction with the substrate and the
sphere respectively. More precisely, the B consists in the Mie’s solution [31].
Without going in details in the mathematics, Bobbert and Vlieger arrived to the Fres-
nel coefficients for the BV model (full mathematical derivation in reference [19]). There-
fore, it is introduced the function Jsphere’ which represents the BSDF of a sphere close
to a substrate. In the case that there is no reflectivity in the interface incident medium-
substrate, Jsphere’ consists in Mie’s solution.
The traditional BV model (figure 2.6 a)) is not a valid model to simulate the approach
of a liposome to a cell because the SLB is characterized by an optical anisotropy which
impacts how the light is scattered. To increase the precision of the modulation is, in this
work, introduced the ABV model (figure 2.6 b)) which allows to model core-shell particles
with anisotropic shell above an isotropic substrate with an anisotropic thin film.
An extension of the BV model was done by De Beule which allows to model core-shell
particles with anisotropic shell above an isotropic substrate [20]. For this purpose, he
replaced the Mie solution B for the Mie’s solution that take in account anisotropic core-
shell spheres, derived by Lange and Aragón [34]. It is important to highlight the fact that
Lange and Aragón’s solution assumes that dco >> rsphere.
To model what is purpose in this work, it is required to consider the ABV model which
consists in a extension of De Beule’s BV model. To calculate the Fresnel coefficients of
the ABV, it was replaced the equations 8.7 a) and 8.7 b) of reference [19] by the reflection
coefficients of an ISATF, presented in equation 2.22 and 2.23. Following then the same
mathematical rational that Bobbert and Vlieger it can be calculated the BSDF for a core-
shell particle with an anisotropic shell near an isotropic substrate with an anisotropic
thin film (Jsphere).
The BSDF Jsphere calculates how light is scattered from ABV model. It is important
to highlight the fact that Jsphere also depends on the substrate’s solution. To calculate
the total solution of this type of geometry it is also required to take in account the impact
of the incident illumination. For this purpose, it is required to study independently the




In the reflection mode, the total scattered light is given by the coherent superposition of
the scattered light by the sphere and the reflected light by the substrate. Special attention
must be taken in account in relation to the relative phase of both components. The total
BRDF for a sphere centered in the origin is given by equation 2.30 [18].
Rtotal(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) = R
sub(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)e
2iqk′ cos(θi ) +Jsphere(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)
(2.30)
where q = rsphere + δ and k′ is the wave number. The phase reference of the Jsphere is in
the center of the sphere. The phase term appears because the reflection of the incident
wave occurs at the substrate which is a distance rsphere + δ of the reference phase.
The scattered field for a substrate seeded with a density M of uniform spheres can be
calculated using the ABV solution. Assuming the specular conditions (θi = π −θSc and
φi = φSc) the respective solution was deduced by Bobbert et al. and it is represented in
equation 2.31 [18].




Jsphere(θi ,φi ,π −θi ,φi) (2.31)
The optical theorem that deduce equation 2.31 ignore the interaction between the spheres
therefore the condition M  1
4r2sphere
must be satisfied for accurate modeling.
Transmission mode
For the transmission mode, the total solution is also given by the coherent superposition
of the incident and scattered illumination. But in this case is also necessary to take in
account the refraction in the incident medium-substrate interface. A schematic of the






Figure 2.7: Representation of the ABV in the transmission case. The violet light represents
the incident field and the orange light the incident field with the contribution of the
scattered field by the sphere.
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The transmission case can be divided in two different steps: the first between the
center of the sphere and the substrate where the total solution is given by the coherent
superposition of the incident light and the scattered light propagating with direction (θSc,
φSc); and the second, inside the substrate, where the field is given by the field between
the sphere and the substrate taking into account the refraction in the interface incident
medium-substrate.
The equation 2.32 introduces the total solution for the transmission case.
Ttotal(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) =
(B(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) 00 B(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)
+
Jsphere(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc)
)tsubpp (θSc) 00 tsubss (θSc)
 (2.32)
where
B(θi ,φi ,θSc,φSc) =
1, if θi = θSc ∧φi = φSc0, otherwise (2.33)
The rational behind the function B is similar that for the equation 2.27 but in equa-
tion 2.32 is being considered immediately after the particle.
After the coherent sum of the scattered field and the incident illumination it is re-
quired to multiply by the Jones matrix of the substrate. It is important to highlight that
the incident direction of the light in the substrate is (θSc, φSc), as figure 2.7 suggests. The
last step is to consider the change in the direction of the light which is given by Snell’s






For the case when ni,Ns it should be take in account the phase difference due to the
propagation through a stratified media [35]. Since that the geometries considered in this
work where ni,Ns the distance rsphere + δ is relatively small and the difference between
ni and Ns is also relatively small it is worth neglecting the phase difference due to the
stratified media propagation.
2.1.4.1 Endocytosis model
To take in matter, a cell can invaginate its membrane to form vacuoles, i.e. endocytosis. In
the case that the cell is incorporating a liposome, the process starts with the approach of
the respective to the cellular membrane. Then several invaginations occur in the cellular
membrane in order to incorporate the liposome in the cell.
From a simulation point of view, it is hard to modulate the invaginations of the cel-
lular membrane and its respective topographic alterations. Therefore, to simulate the
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endocytosis process, it is just considered the approximation of a liposome to the cellular
membrane. This is achieved considering the ABV model where the distance between the
sphere and the substrate is decreasing as illustrated by figure 2.8.
Figure 2.8: Representation of the endocytosis optical model. The square on the top
represents a zoom in where the endocytosis is happening. 3D model made by 16-404 [36].
Figure 2.8 depicts the geometry chosen to modulate the endocytosis. The zoom in
of the figure 2.8 represents an ABV model where the substrate and incident medium
are both water (intracellular and extracellular mediums, respectively). Then the cellular
membrane can be interpreted as a thin film with the optical proprieties of a SLB. The
liposome is modulated considering a sphere with a water core and a SLB as a core-shell.
This consists in a rough approximation, since that the substrate is only made of water,
so it is not considered the impact of the different cellular organelles or the glass sub-
strate that would be required for experiments. Unless otherwise mentioned, the default
parameters of the model are available in table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Default simulation parameters of endocytosis. The denominations agree with
the figures 2.6 b) of page 13.
Model parameter Value Model parameter Value
N co‖ = N
tf
‖ 1.45 rsphere 95 nm
N co⊥ = N
co
⊥ 1.46 d
tf = dco 5 nm
Ns= Nsphere= ni 1.335 δ 0 nm
Based on the statements provided in this section about endocytosis, it was elaborated
a geometry that approximate what occurs in endocytosis. This way, it is possible to
study the optical scattering proprieties of this event and incorporate the model in a DIC
model to calculate theoretical images. The DIC model elaboration is discussed in the next
sections.
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2.2 Image formation
In this section, it is presented briefly the main aspects regarding the theory applied
in microscope modulation, in particular in section 2.2.1 and its application to model a
standard wide field microscope in section 2.2.2 [37]. The last section 2.2.3 explains the
modifications required to create a DIC model based on Munro and Török’s theory [15].
The theory explained bellow is commonly expressed using rotation matrix instead of
unitary vectors [33, 38]. However, in this work, it is used the second approach because
from a computational point of view it requires less calculations and Random-Access
Memory (RAM).
2.2.1 Fourier optics
The utilization of Fourier transforms is highly used in theoretical optics. Its strength
is that the propagation of the electric field is relatively easy in this space, as explained
bellow.
This section starts explaining the proprieties of the angular spectrum (section 2.2.1.1)
and the second part explains the electric far field (section 2.2.1.2).
2.2.1.1 Angular spectrum
The angular angular spectrum can be interpreted as a mathematical way to describe an
electric field decomposing the respective in plane (and evanescent) waves. This means
that an electric field E(x,y,z) which is a function dependent of its spatial coordinates can
be represented as the interference of multiple plane and evanescent waves with different
directions. Assuming that is known the distribution of an electric field over a plane z = 0
the respective angular spectrum can be calculated by the equation 2.35.





E(x,y,0) ei(kxx+kyy) dy dx (2.35)
Considering now the angular spectrum, the function Ê(kx, ky ,0) gives the amplitude (real
part) and the phase (imaginary part) of the plane wave with direction (kx, ky , kz) that
constitute the electric field E(x, y, 0). Please note that kz =
√
k′2 − k2x − k2y and k′ is the
wave number (2πλ ).
The big advantage of the angular spectrum is that it allows to propagate the electric
field over the z axis. Therefore, assuming the angular spectrum Ê(kx, ky ,0), the respective
angular spectrum in the plane z’ can be calculated by the equation 2.36 (more detail in
section 3.10 of reference [39]).
Ê(kx, ky , z
′) = Ê(kx, ky ,0)e
±ikzz′ (2.36)
The ± symbol shows that there are two solutions that can be taken in account: the +
symbol for the waves propagating in the positive direction of the z axis and the − symbol
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that is for the waves propagate in the opposite direction. Dependent of the case in study
it is required to take in account one or other.
It is then possible to transform from the Fourier space back to the spatial space using




Ê(kx, ky , z
′)ei(kxx+kyy) dky dkx (2.37)
As said previously, the angular spectrum can be divide in plane and evanescent waves:
the first one are waves that propagates to the infinite and without loss of amplitude over
the distance. In contrary, the evanescent waves have a exponential decay along the z axis
(e−|kz ||z|). In a DIC microscope waves propagates over big distances when related with the
wavelength of the light which allows to ignore the influence of evanescent waves. This
reduce the interval of integration to k2x + k
2
y ≤ k′2 in equation 2.37 instead of −∞ to ∞.
More detail regarding evanescent waves can be found in section 2.15 of reference [37].
2.2.1.2 Far field
In this section, it is explained the principle behind the definition of the far field and its










Figure 2.9: Far field representation. E∞ represents the electric field over the sphere
situated far away from the origin.
Assuming that is known the angular spectrum of an arbitrary electric field E in the
plane z = 0, it is possible to calculate the electric field in a sphere at distance r∞ from the









The range of integration can be reduced to k2x+k
2
y ≤ k′2 because the field is being evaluated
far away from the origin so there is no contribution of the evanescent waves.
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Without going in details regarding the mathematics behind, the equation 2.38 can be
transform in equation 2.39 using the method of stationary phase (more detail about this
method can be found in section 3.3 of reference [40]).





The equation 2.39 shows that in the far field only the plane wave directed to the
specific point in the sphere contributes to the electric field. This happen because the
remaining plane waves are cancelled by destructive interference. This result validates
the use of geometric optics allowing the application of rotations in the far field.
With the combination of equations 2.37 and 2.39 it is possible to calculate the field











The equation 2.40 allows the link between the far field and the near field. The impor-
tance of this relation is that geometric optics is valid in the far field but is not valid in the
near field. It is therefore valid to propagate the field to the far field to apply geometric
optics and then back-propagate to calculate the near field.
2.2.2 Microscope modulation
This section refers to the principles behind the modulation of a standard wide field
microscope. The representation of a microscope with its working principal and its math-
ematical is available in figure 2.10.
The figure 2.10 a) represents the illumination path based on Köhler illumination [41].
The Köhler illumination has the advantages of minimizing the influence of the source
light in the image. This is justified because, as it is possible to see in figure 2.10 a), the
light from the source is out of focus in the image plane. Another advantage of using
Köhler illumination is that it generates an even illumination of the sample reducing the
image artefacts and increases the image contrast. The light path of the scattered light is
illustrated by the figure 2.10 b) and, contrary to the illumination light, this is focused by
the tube lens in the image plane allowing to form the image of the object.
At last, the figure 2.10 c) represents the theoretical representation of a wide field
microscope based on plane waves. Due to the Köhler illumination, the incident light in
the sample is propagating parallel to the z axis (represented by the violet plane wave in
figure 2.10 c)). The BSDF calculated in section 2.1.4 already take in account the prop-
agation of the incident illumination therefore the green plane/spherical waves already
combined the figures 2.10 a) and b).
The next section refer to the implementation of the theory from section 2.2.1 to create
a model of a wide field microscope. This section is elaborated following the light path





























Figure 2.10: Representation of a wide field microscope. a) represents the illumination
path. b) represents the scattered illumination path. c) represents the mathematical
interpretation of a wide field microscope. The abbreviations stand for: Coll - Collector
lens; Cond - Condenser; obj - Objective; Aper - Aperture; TB - Tube Lens. Based on
references [37, 41].
the sample (section 2.2.1.1) then the objective’s effect (section 2.2.2.2) and at last the tube
lens’s action (section 2.2.2.3) ending with the calculation of the microscope’s image.
2.2.2.1 Scattered far field
The objective of this section is to provide the necessary theory used to calculate the
scattered far field from an arbitrary sample. In this work, the model will be just applied
to the Mie theory and ABV model but the theory explained can be applied for any scatterer
which is interaction with the light is defined as a BSDF. In previous section 2.1 it was
already explained how to calculate the BSDF for the geometries needed so in this section
it will be assumed that the BSDF is known.
The figure 2.11 represents the light interaction with an arbitrary scatterer.
In section 2.1 the BSDF is defined in the coordinate system (s, p, k). To calculate
in the (x, y, z) it is required to define the relations between these two coordinate sys-
tems. The relations can be found using the spherical unitary vector and are presented in
equations 2.41 to 2.44. The definition of the spherical unitary vectors can be found in
appendix A.1.
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Figure 2.11: Representation of a practical and mathematical interpretation of the light
interaction with an arbitrary scatterer. Ei∞ is the incident far field in the sample and
Eobj∞ is the scattered far field. The BSDF consists in the mathematical representation of
the scatterer.
nsi = nφ (2.41)
npi = nθ (2.42)
nsobj = nφ (2.43)
npobj = −nθ (2.44)
At this point, it is already possible to proceed for the calculation of the scattered
far field Eobj∞. For this lets consider the BSDF’s definition (equation 2.7): the Fresnel
coefficient fps(θi , φi , θobj , φ) represents the ratio between the incident p component
(Ei∞ · npi) of an incident plane wave with direction (θi , φi) scattered as s component
(nsobj) of a scattered plane wave with direction (θobj , φ). In mathematical language, this
definition is translate to equation 2.45 (section 3.3 of reference [32]).
Eobj
′∞(θi , φi , θobj , φ) = fps(θi , φi , θobj , φ) (Ei
∞(θi ,φi) ·npi(θi ,φi)) nsobj(θobj ,φ) (2.45)
Using the same approach for the other three Jones matrix elements it is possible calculate
the total scattered electric field (equation 2.46).
Eobj





∞(θi ,φi) ·npi(θi ,φi))fpp(θi ,φi ,θobj ,φ)npobj(θobj ,φ)+
(Ei
∞(θi ,φi) ·npi(θi ,φi))fps(θi ,φi ,θobj ,φ)nsobj(θobj ,φ)+
(Ei
∞(θi ,φi) ·nsi(θi ,φi))fsp(θi ,φi ,θobj ,φ)npobj(θobj ,φ)+
(Ei






takes in account the propagation of the electric field until the far field dis-
tance where it is evaluated. In this case, the far field is being evaluated in a sphere situated
at the focal distance of the objective for the reasons explained in the section 2.2.2.2.
Due that the goal of this work is to model a wide field microscope (contrary to confocal
microscopy [33]) it is not necessary to consider a situation where θi and φi are different
of 0 rad.
Example:
This section provides a checkpoint to give a practical example of the theory explained
behind. It is here calculated the far field of a gold nanoparticle. More detailed information
about the characteristic of the system can be found in table 2.2.
Table 2.2: Characteristic of the system modelled in figure 2.12. The denomination agrees
with the figure 2.6 a) of page 13.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ei (1, 0, 0) λ 488 nm
rsphere 250 nm Nsphere 1.13 + 1.84i [42]
ni 1 Ns 1
θi 0 rad φi 0 rad
The theory of this sections consists in the application of equation 2.46 which require
the utilization of the BSDF of a sphere defined in section 2.1.4 (Jsphere). The graphs of







































































Figure 2.12: Scattered far field of a gold nanoparticle in vacuum. The graphs are normal-
ized relatively to the x component maximum. For display purposes, the incident field is
not being considered.
The graphs of the figure 2.12 shows the distribution of the scattered field over a sphere
far away from the sample. The incident plane wave monochromatic and x-polarized that
propagates parallel to the z axis is scattered in all directions originating a electric field in
all components.
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The ratio between the x components and the other are still considerable which high-
light the necessity of considering the light’s vectorial approach.
2.2.2.2 Objective
Many approach to calculate the interaction of an electromagnetic field with a lens can
be applied. For example, it is possible to use geometric ray trace but this approach lack
of precision if it is considered high NA lens. To rigorous model a high NA lens it is
required to use Fourier optics and to take in account the full vectorial nature of the light
to consider the longitudinal component of the electric field that this lens creates [38].
In 1959, Wolf and Richards studied the theory behind the focusing of an electromag-
netic field by a lens using Fourier optics [16, 17]. In the respective references, it is possible
to find the full mathematical justifications and deductions to the Debye-Wolf integral. In
this dissertation, it is just explain the theory from a practical point of view based on the
section 3.5 of reference [37].
To understand how to model the focusing of an electromagnetic field by a lens, it is
required to introduce the term Gaussian sphere: Considering the objective, the Gaussian


















Figure 2.13: Representation of the objective’s working principle. a) represents an objective
from a practical point of view with αobj being the maximum angle of convergence. b)
represents the working principle of an objective from a mathematical point of view. The
incident spherical wave is converted to a plane wave at the Gaussian sphere. Eobj∞ and
Eaper∞ represents the electric field in the Gaussian sphere and the field that propagates
after the objective, respectively. Based on reference [37].
As suggested by the figure 2.13, the action of the objective can be interpreted as a
rotation of the electric field to the center of the respective Gaussian sphere centered in
the objective’s focus point. In the previous section 2.2.1.2 it was explained that geomet-
ric optics is valid in the far field (fobj >> λ). On order words, a lens take an incident
spherical/plane wave and transform it to a plane/spherical wave.
The rays rotation can be applied by transforming their direction from nkobj(θobj , φ)
to the direction nkaper(θobj , φ). To perform this refraction on the Gaussian sphere it is
advised to split the incident field in the respective p and s components. For this purpose,
it is required to determine the relation between the respective unitary vectors and the
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coordinate systems. These relations before the objective’s Gaussian sphere are represented
in the equations 2.47 and 2.48.
nsobj(θobj ,φ) = −nφ(θobj ,φ) (2.47)
npobj(θobj ,φ) = nθ(θobj ,φ) (2.48)
After the objective’s Gaussian sphere the unitary vectors of the coordinate system
(s, p, k) are directly related with the cylindrical unitary vectors by the equations 2.49
and 2.50.
nsaper(θobj ,φ) = −nφ(θobj ,φ) (2.49)
npaper(θobj ,φ) = nρ(θobj ,φ) (2.50)
With the equations above it is possible to calculate the p and s component (equa-
tion 2.3 on page 6) before the Gaussian sphere and then apply the respective transforma-




cos(θobj ) ts(θobj ,φ) (Eobj
∞(θobj ,φ) ·nφ(θobj ,φ)) nφ(θobj ,φ)
+
√
cos(θobj ) tp(θobj ,φ) (Eobj
∞(θobj ,φ) ·nρ(θobj ,φ)) nθ(θobj ,φ) (2.51)
The introduction of the terms tp and ts take in account the Fresnel coefficients for p and
s component (defined on page 7) of the lens. It also has been included the term
√
cos(θobj )
due to the intensity law considering that the objective satisfied the sine condition [43].
It is important to highlight the fact that the dependence of Eaper∞ to (θobj , φ) is
related to the position of the ray in the plane xy and not to the direction of the ray which
propagates parallel to the z axis.
2.2.2.3 Tube lens
At this point it is only required to model the action of the tube lens in order to get the
resultant image. A schematic of the tube lens’s action is represented in figure 2.14.
The principle to model the tube lens is the same that for the objective but instead of
transforming from the spherical to the cylindrical unitary vectors the transformation is
made from the cylindrical to the spherical unitary vectors. As said before, the dependence
of Eaper∞ is related with its position in the plane xy and not to its direction. To calculate
the angle of rotation of each ray is necessary to calculate the angle θT B which can be
obtain by matching the x and y position of the objective and tube lens’s Gaussian sphere.
The resultant relation between the angles is given by the equation 2.52.




















Figure 2.14: Representation of the tube lens’s working principle. a) represents a tube
lens from a practical point of view with αT B being the maximum angle of convergence. b)
represents the working principle of a tube lens from a mathematical point of view. The
incident plane wave is converted to a spherical wave at the Gaussian sphere that converges
to the focal point. Eaper∞, ETB∞ and Eimage represent the electric field incident in the tube
lens, the field in the Gaussian sphere and the electric field near the focus point, respectively.
Based on reference [37]
The transformation expressed in the equation 2.52 is what allows a microscope to
amplify an image. The microscope’s amplification β, theoretically, is only related to the





The last step to calculate the tube lens’s far field ETB∞ is to make the rays’s rotation
in the Gaussian sphere as it was done for the objective. Applying the same rational that




cos(θT B)ts (θT B,φ)(Eaper
∞(θT B,φ) ·nφ(θT B,φ)) nφ (θT B,φ)
+
√
cos(θT B) tp(θT B,φ) (Eaper
∞(θT B,φ) ·nθ(θT B,φ)) nρ(θT B,φ) (2.54)
The equation 2.54 allows the calculation of the far field in the tube lens’s Gaussian
sphere. At this point, it is already possible to implement the equation 2.40 to calculate
the field near the focal point. For convenience, the equation 2.40 can be rewritten in
terms of angles (θT B, φ) instead of (kx, ky , kz) using the equations 2.55 to 2.57. After the

















′ sin(θT B)(cos(φ)x+sin(φ)y) sin(θT B)dφdθT B (2.58)
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Some changes has been done comparing to the equation 2.40: due that the field is being
back propagating from the Gaussian sphere the far field distance (r∞) has been substitute
by the focal distance of the lens (fT B); the - signal appears because the far field is being
evaluated in −fT B; in the factor ik′ cos(θT B)z only the fields that propagate in the positive
direction of the z axis must be considered so the - signal is ignored; the interval integration
of θT B is reduced in 0 to αT B according to the tube lens’s maximum angle of convergence.
Example
As before, it is presented an example of the theory explained behind. This example
consists in the resultant image of a gold nanoparticle as in section 2.2.2.1. The detailed
input is presented in table 2.3.
Table 2.3: Characteristic of the system modelled in figure 2.15. The denomination of the
scatterer’s parameter agrees with the figure 2.6 a) of page 13.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ei (1, 0, 0) λ 488 nm
rsphere 250 nm Nsphere 1.13 + 1.84i [42]
ni 1 θi 0 rad




Contrary to the example 2.2.2.1, here is taken in account the contribution of the
incident illumination in the final image.
Considering the objective’s far field Eobj∞ calculated in the previous example, it is
possible to use the equation 2.51 to calculate how the electric field evolves between
the objective and tube lens. Considering the equation 2.52 and with the application of
equation 2.54 it is determined the electric field in the tube lens’s Gaussian sphere. The
last step, is the utilization of Debye-Wolf integral to back-propagate the far field from the
Gaussian sphere to the image plane (equation 2.58). The results are represented by the
figure 2.15 in which can be seen a gold nanoparticle wide field microscope image.
Usually the focal distance of the tube lens is relatively high in order to provide an
high amplification to the microscope. The utilization of low NA generates a very small z
component in the image plane as it is possible to see in figure 2.15 c). For this reason, in
the next graphs of this type the z component is omitted.
Another particularity is the effect of the incident illumination. In wide field mi-
croscopy that uses Köhler illumination, the incident illumination generates an offset in
the image. The image is then the interference of the scattered light and the offset gener-
ate by the incident light. A special attention is required in order to match correctly the
incident illumination and the scattered light phases, as done in section 2.1.4.
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|Eimage,x|2 |Eimage,z|2 # 10-6
1 μm
|Eimage,y|2























Figure 2.15: Wide field image of a gold nanoparticle in vacuum. a), b) and c) represent
the three components of the electric field and d) represents the total intensity image. The
graphs are normalized relatively to the |Eimage|2’s maximum.
2.2.3 Differential interference contrast microscopy
The previous sections explain the theory to model a wide field microscope. The last step
to create a wide field DIC model is to add the DIC’s components to the model of the
section 2.2.2. In 2005, Munro and Török create a vectorial confocal and wide field DIC’s
model that allows to rigorous simulate a DIC that uses high NA lens [15].
The figure 2.16 is a schematic of a standard Nomarski DIC.
As figure 2.16 a) suggests, the illumination path of a DIC microscope is very similar to
the standard wide field microscope. The differences reside in the action of the Wollaston
prism which split the incident light in two orthogonally polarized beams and the analyzer.
Considering the incident light path, the Wollaston prism in the front focal plane
generates an angular split between the x and y polarized component. This split makes
that the two beams illuminate the sample with a small sheer between them [44]. As in
standard wide field microscopy, the incident plane waves propagate parallel to the z axis.
The second Wollaston prism recombines the two orthogonally polarized beams into a
single beam which is filtered by the analyzer reducing heavily the background.
As mentioned in the previous paragraph, the sample is illuminated by two beams
therefore there are also two scattered field as figure 2.16 b) shows. The Wollaston prism
in the back focal plane makes the interference between the two scattered beams. The
resultant beam is then focused by the tube lens allowing the formation of the scatterer’s
image. The advantage of DIC is that due that is based on interference of two scattered







































Figure 2.16: Representation of a wide field Nomarski DIC. a) represents the illumination
path. b) represents the scattered light path. c) represents the mathematical interpretation
of a Nomarski DIC. The four graphs in the bottom of the image represent the polarization
state of the light in each part of the microscope. The abbreviations stand for: Coll -
Collector lens; Cond - Condenser; obj - Objective; Aper - Aperture; TB - Tube Lens; A -
Analyzer; W - Wollaston prism; P - Polariser.
in cells observation.
The schematic of the figure 2.16 c) shows the mathematical interpretation of a wide
field DIC. Theoretically a Wollaston prism can be modelled considering that it generates
a different phase shift in the x and y component. Therefore, the incident illumination can
be interpreted as two plane waves (one x polarized and another y polarized) propagating
parallel to the z axis with a phase shift between them. It is then necessary to propagate
until the image plane the two-scattered field.
The modulation of the DIC components are explained in this section. It is first ex-
plained the modulation of the Wollaston prisms (section 2.2.3.1) and then the modulation
of the analyzer (section 2.2.3.2). In the end, it is explained how to incorporate the changes
in the model of a standard wide field microscope (section 2.2.2).
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2.2.3.1 Wollaston prism
One of the main applications of Wollaston prisms consist in their application in DIC
microscopy. As mentioned before they act like a polarising beam splitter inducing an
angular divergence depended on the x or y polarised state of the incident beam. As
Lessor et al. show, for modelling propose it is valid to consider that the Wollaston prism












Figure 2.17: Representation of a Wollaston prism. a) Representation of the optical path
for a ray propagating throw a Wollaston prism. Based on reference [15]. b) Wollaston
prism in a practical point of view. c) Wollaston prism in a mathematical point of view
with the phase shift, according to the incident polarization state.
The figure 2.17 b) shows the action of a Wollaston prism in a practical point of view.
Taking in account two incident polarized beams, the Wollaston prism generate a different
change in the direction according to the incident polarization. It is also possible the
representation of this effect using the plane waves representation (figure 2.17 c)). From a
mathematical point of view a plane wave with different direction can be interpreted as a
proportional phase shift in one direction.
The figure 2.17 a) represents the optical path for a ray propagating parallel to the
z axis in the position η. Taking in mind that a Wollaston prism is a uniaxial material
with RI ne and no and considering that its center is shifted ηc to the optical axis and that
angle between the two parts is θw. In the first part of the Wollaston prism the x and y
component are aligned with the ne and no respectively and that in the second part it is
the opposite. Therefore, calculating the optical path of the ray inside the Wollaston prism
it is possible to calculate the phase different which is represented by the equations 2.59
and 2.60 [45].
Φx(η) = k
′(T (ne +no)− ηc(no −ne) tan(θw) + η(no −ne) tan(θw)) (2.59)
Φy(η) = k
′(T (ne +no) + ηc(no −ne) tan(θw)− η(no −ne) tan(θw)) (2.60)
After the determination of the phase shift and taking into account that η = fobj sin(θobj )cos(φ),
the electric field after the Wollaston prism can be calculated applying the phase shift to











The Wollaston prism action can be resumed in the definition of two constants: the
shear and the bias. They are both represented by equations 2.62 and 2.63 respectively [15].
xs = 2fobj(no −ne) tan(θw) (2.62)
Φb = −2k′ηc(no −ne) tan(θw) (2.63)
The shear (xs) characterize the angular split of the x and y polarized beam while the
bias (Φb) is the phase difference of these two.
The equation 2.61 is valid to model the Wollaston prism in the back focal plane.
As mentioned before, the incident field in the sample is propagating parallel to the
z axis therefore to model the first Wollaston prism cannot be taken in account the term
η(no − ne) tan(θw)) of equations 2.59 and 2.60. In other words, the shear induced by the
Wollaston prism is null.
2.2.3.2 Analyzer
An analyzer consists in a polariser which can be rotated about the optical axis. This way
it allows to select the polarization angle that passes throw it.
The modulation of an analyzer is very well known in optics. Traditionally it is defined
the Jones matrix and then it is multiplied by the respective incident Jones vector (section
3.3 of reference [23]). For the reasons explain above, in this work it is used unitary vectors
instead of Jones matrix.
Considering that the analyzer is rotated by an angle γ about the optical axis the












By the analysis of the figure 2.16 it is possible to see that the electric field before the




∞ ·nAnalyzer(γ)) nAnalyzer(γ) (2.65)
Substituting the tube lens’s far field of section 2.2.2 by the far field considering the
analyser and the Wollaston prism it is then conclude the modulation of a DIC microscope.
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Example
In this section, it is provided an example of a DIC images calculated using the theory
explained above. Taking the scattered far field of an incident field calculated using equa-
tion 2.61 it is calculated the far field at the objective reference sphere (Eobj∞). Using the
same approach that for a standard microscope it is modulated the effect of the objective.
At this point is required to use again equation 2.61 to simulate the second Wollaston
prism. The field at the tube lens’s reference sphere can be calculated using equation 2.65.
At last it is only required to back-propagate the field to the image plane using equa-
tion 2.58 as before.
The characteristic of the system used as example are presented in table 2.4.
Table 2.4: Characteristic of the system modelled in figure 2.18. The denomination of the
scatterer’s parameter agrees with the figure 2.6 a) of page 13.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ei (0.7071, 0.7071, 0) λ 488 nm
rsphere 250 nm Nsphere 1.13 + 1.84i [42]
ni 1 θi 0 rad
φi 0 rad β 40
αobj
π
























Figure 2.18: DIC image of a gold nanoparticle in vacuum. a), b) represent the x and y
components while c) represents the total intensity of the electric field. The graphs are
normalized relatively to the |Eimage|2’s maximum.
By the figure 2.18 c) is possible to notice the characteristic DIC effect with the white
and darker component. This occurs due to the interference between the scattered light of
the two beams that generate the image.
Another particularity is that the x and y component are the same that occurs due to
the analyzer angle. Controlling the analyzer angle and the bias induced by the Wollaston











This chapter introduces the methods, materials and equipment used in this work to
achieve what is purposed and it is divided essentially in two main parts: one where it is
explained the methods used to implement the DIC’s simulation (section 3.1) and in the
second part where it is described the methods used in the experimental part (section 3.2).
3.1 Models implementations and validations
This section explains mainly two principal points. How the implementation of the DIC’s
model was developed and then the many verifications that were made to make sure the
correct implementation of the theory.
Nowadays, there are many programming languages available. Each one with its re-
spective pros and cons. To model what is purposed in this work, it was used several
languages trying to use the strength of each one and some code previously developed.
The core of the program was made using MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick,
MA). This language consists in a high-level language ideal for numerical simulations
because it provides a good relation between computational time and programmer time.
Special attention was made to elaborate a full vectorized code which highly decreased
the computational time [46].
The MATLAB script implements the theory explained in section 2.2 making an exter-
nal link to a C++ library to calculated the scattered BSDF.
At National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), Germer elaborated an
open-source polarized light interaction C++ library called SCATMECH [47]. This library
provides multiple classes that allows to model various geometries which can be used
for multiple optics applications. For example, Kim et al. compared the BV SCATMECH
class results with experimental data [48] while Germer used SCATMECH to model the
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scatterer to implement in an microscope’s model [49].
In 2014, De Beule already made an extension of BV SCATMECH class to model core-
shell particles with anisotropic shells [20]. To calculate the optical scattering of this
system it is required to evaluate complex Bessel functions [34] therefore De Beule made
a link between SCATMECH and Mathematica kernel (Wolfram Research, Champaign,
Illinois, USA) which provides the evaluation of these type of functions. This extension was
made in SCATMECH 6.00 which did not had implemented the BV model in transmission.
With the release of SCATMECH 7.00 in 2017, Germer updated the BV class allowing
to model the transmission case. As the name indicates, to model a wide field transmission
DIC it is required to consider this mode. Therefore, during this work it was considered
the alterations that De Beule made and applied to SCATMECH 7.00.
To fully implement the ABV, it was created a new SCATMECH class which model the
light interaction with an ISATF. This implementation was made considering the equations
and the theory explained in section 2.1.2.1. At last, it was made a new extension to the
BV model of De Beule to consider an ISATF, as described in section 2.1.4.
The author would like to express his gratitude over Laven for making his code to
generate points uniformly distributed over a sphere available which was used in this
work [50, 51].
The math behind this type of modulation is very complex and susceptible to small
errors in its implementation. Hence it is important to make some checkpoints to give
some confidence about the results obtained. In this section, it is mentioned the multiple
checkpoints made until the implementation was complete and correct.
3.1.1 Bidirectional scatterer distribution function validation
Isotropic substrate with an anisotropic thin film above class validation
The first checkpoint mentioned in this section refers to the ISATF class. To verify if the
implementation of the equations 2.23 and 2.22 were correct the results were compared
with the data from Accurion EP4 Model version 1.7.3 (Accurion GmbH, Göttingen, Ger-
many). Accurion software can calculate transmissivities and the reflectivities for this type
of system allowing a full test to this class.
Anisotropic Bobbert Vlieger class validation
This model goes beyond the actual state of the art available nowadays thus it is not
possible to test completely the class. However, it is possible to test some simplified
versions of the geometry. It was used the ABV theory to model an isotropic BV geometry
being the data compared with the data obtained using the original BV SCATMECH class.
This test allowed to check if the implementation of the theory for the calculation of the
Fresnel coefficients is well implemented, at least, the results for the isotropic case are
correct.
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3.1.2 MATLAB script validation
The MATLAB script is the core of the program and the main implementation made during
this work. From the tests mentioned before it is assumed that the calculation of the BSDF
are correct. It is then necessary to realize some checkpoints regarding the implementation
of the image formation’s theory. The MATLAB script had three main checkpoints: first
it was confirmed if the calculation of the scattered far field is well implemented (equa-
tion 2.46, page 22) then, the second checkpoint is the image calculation of a standard
wide field microscope (equation 2.58, page 26) and the last one is the complete test of the
DIC’s implementation (equations 2.61 and 2.65, page 31).
The system modelled consists in a 100 nm spherical scatterer and it is used only to
validate the resultant data. The parameters of this system are purely theoretical. The
geometry and the details of the optical system are fully described in table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Characteristic of the systems modelled to validate the MATLAB script. The
denomination agrees with the figures 2.5, 2.6 a), 2.10, 2.16 and 2.17 of pages 13, 13, 21, 29
and 30.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Ei (1, 0, 0) Ei’ (0, 1, 0)
λ 488 nm rsphere 100 nm
Nsphere 4 ni 1
Ns 1 β 100
θi 0 rad φi 0 rad
αobj
π






Be aware that only to model a DIC microscope the table 3.1 is used in its totality. In
the first two checkpoints, the table is only used partially. Ei’ is only used in for the DIC
validation.
Scattered far field validation
The first test of the MATLAB script consists in comparing the scattered far field of
the ABV geometry (figure 2.6 b)) in condition Ns = ni with the respective Mie’s model
(figure 2.5). Analysing the two geometries, it is clear that in this condition both models
correspond to the same system. Therefore, on one side, it was implemented the theory
from Török et al. which allows to calculate directly the scattered far field from a homo-
geneous sphere (equation 2.28, page 2.28) [33] and in the other side it was implemented
the equation 2.46 of page 22 that calculates the far field using the BSDF. It is important
to highlight the fact that these two theory calculates the same (in the condition ni = Ns)
using two different approaches which grant some confidence in the test itself.
The respective results of the scattered far field are shown in figure 3.1. The parameter
of the system modelled are presented in table 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Scattered far field using Mie’s theory [33] (bottom) and using ABV BSDF
(top) for a spherical scatterer. Both electric fields (using Mie theory and ABV model) are
normalized relatively to the maximum of the respective |Eobj∞| The characteristic of the
system modelled are presented in table 3.1. For display purposes, the incident field is not
being considered in this figure.
The figure 3.1 shows the same results between the two theories. Hence it can be con-
cluded that the implementation of the scattered far field using ABV BSDF is correct. Even
if just the absolute value is represented in the graphs of figure 3.1, the real and imaginary
part also match between the models. Therefore, the light phase is also consistent and
correct. For display purposes, the incident light is not being consider in figure 3.1.
Standard wide field microscope’s model validation
Until this point it was validated all the implementations made to calculate the far field
in the objective’s Gaussian sphere (Eobj∞). The next step is considering the modulation of
a wide field microscope (section 2.10).
As a reference for the next verifications it was used well tested data send by Dr P. R. T.
Munro. During his work in microscope modulation, he already implemented a full vecto-
rial DIC’s model which calculates the resultant image considering a Mie scatterer [15].
Using the MATLAB script developed during this work, the calculated resultant image
from a wide field microscope with the characteristics presented in table 3.1 is represented
by figure 3.2. For this example, just the incident plane wave x-polarized is considered.
The figure 3.2 shows the image originated from a 100 nm spherical scatterer. Only
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Figure 3.2: Electric field in the image plane of a standard wide field microscope consider-
ing a spherical scatterer. All graphs are normalized relatively to the max of |Eimage|2. The
characteristic of the system modelled are presented in table 3.1.
the data calculating in this work is shown but the results agrees with the data sent by Dr
P. R. T. Munro. Hence, with this test it is validated that the implementation of the theory
from section 2.2.2 is correct.
Differential interference contrast microscope’s model validation
The last step to validate the MATLAB script is to certificate that the DIC’s alterations
are well implemented. The same approach that to validate the results for a wide field
microscope was made. Dr P. R. T. Munro’s data was used as reference to validate the
model developed during this work.












1 μm 1 μm 1 μm
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Figure 3.3: Electric field in the image plane of a DIC microscope considering a spherical
scatterer. All graphs are normalized relatively to the max of |Eimage|2. The characteristic
of the system modelled are presented in table 3.1.
The calculated DIC’s image is represented in the figure 3.3. As before, only the
resultant data from the MATLAB script implemented during this work is shown but the
results agree with the Dr P. R. T. Munro’s data.
The multiple steps and validation procedure that were implement and made allows
to have confidence about the results of the code developed. This way, it is possible to
have confidence on the results advent from the ABV model and its application to a DIC
microscope’s model.
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3.2 Samples preparation and characterization
To characterize the SLB impact experimentally it was elaborate two different systems and
then study the respective DIC’s image. Ideally, the only difference between the systems
should be the shell anisotropy that cover the particles. The closest systems found it was










Figure 3.4: Representation of the expected anisotropic (a)) and isotropic (b)) geometries.
The systems of the figure 3.4 were chosen because the RI of silica is very similar to the
anisotropic RI of the SLB. Considering a wavelength of 488 nm the RI are 1.4630 [52] for
silica and the parallel and normal RI of the SLB are 1.45 and 1.46, respectively [9]. This
factor allows to consider that the differences between the images of these two systems is
due to the anisotropy itself and not to the change of the RI.
It is also important to specify that the thickness of the SLB is much smaller that the
radius of the silica sphere hence it is valid to approximate that the change in the particle
radius does not impact the light interaction.
The last factor that makes this system ideal for this work is that is known in literature
procedure to create these samples with high accuracy regarding their proprieties.
Some part of the work regarding the sample preparation and characterization was
made by Dr A. Miranda. Each part made by her is properly warned.
The first step to elaborate the samples represented in figure 3.4 consists in creating
the silica spheres itself. This was achieve using the Stöber method with slight modifica-
tions [53]. This method allows the creation of silica sphere with a small distribution of
radius which is important to ensure that the changes in the images are relatively to the
anisotropy and not to the radius dispersion. The protocol is available in annex I.1 and
was followed by Dr A. Miranda.
The paragraph before mentioned how the silica spheres were created. For the creation
of the coated spheres it was first elaborated liposomes and then joined with the respective
silica spheres in the conditions reported in literature [54]. As for the silica sphere, the
detailed protocol is available in annex I.2 and was elaborated by Dr A. Miranda.
For observation under the microscope, a variable quantity of coated/uncoated silica
sphere suspensions were deposited in an IBIDI dishes and left at room temperature
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overnight undisturbed. These were then cleaned with calcium buffer solution prior to
microscope observation. During the observation, it was used special DIC’s IBIDI lid.
It is important to specify that the study made during this work is independent of the
particles density over the dishes as long as the spheres are far apart. The density is only
important to avoid the formation of cluster and to facilitate the image’s analysis.
The two main points of the sample characterization is to ensure that the silica spheres
have a low dispersion of radius and that the coated spheres have the respective and
uniformly distributed SLB’s shell. It is also important to calculate the radius of the
spheres used and the thickness of the SLB to model the theoretical data according to the
experimental parameters.
The size of the silica spheres was determined using Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM) (section 3.2.1) and the study of the SLB shell using Cryo-Electron Microscopy
(CryoEM) and zeta potential (sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.3 respectively).
3.2.1 Transmission electron microscopy analysis
TEM is a common technique to analyze systems at the nano scale. Principally to charac-
terize geometries of non-living simples as the silica spheres used in this work. Due that
it uses electrons, it can image systems much smaller that the diffraction limit of the light
being ideal to analyse the silica spheres used in this work.
The goal is to use TEM to take images of the silica spheres that confirm their spherical
shapes and allows the calculation of their radius. The images were capture by Dr A.
Miranda using JEOL JEM 2100 microscope (JEOL USA, Inc., Peabody, United States)
operated at 200 kV in carbon copper grids. The figure 3.5 a) and b) are TEM photographs




Figure 3.5: a) and b) are TEM photographs of the silica spheres. The figure b) consist in
the analyzed image using the MATLAB script present in appendix B.1.
The respective statistical analysis of the TEM images was made by the author of this
work. It consisted in the development of a MATLAB script which automatically calculate
the radius dispersion of the spheres presented in the images. The code is available in
appendix B.1. The author would like to acknowledge Sigworth for making his code to
read .dm3 files available [55].
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The results from the TEM analysis are presented in table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Results of the silica spheres radius using TEM images.
Number of spheres Radius Uncertainty
646 195 nm 18 nm
With the analysis of the TEM images it was possible to confirm the spherical shapes
of the particles. The values of the radius dispersion calculated are higher that expecting
since that the Stöber method usually has a low dispersion of the radius.
3.2.2 Cryo-electron microscopy analysis
With the recent advances in CryoEM, this technique is nowadays widely used in bio-
physics [56, 57]. The technique repose in the elaboration of TEM with samples at cryo-
genic temperatures which allows its application to biological samples contrary to the
traditional TEM.
In this work CryoEM is used to verify the state of the SLB shell of the silica sphere as
made in references [54, 58]. As for TEM images, the sample preparation and images ac-
quisition were elaborated by Dr A. Miranda. Cryo samples were prepared using Vitrobot
Mark IV (FEI, Hillsboro, United States) and analysed using JEOL JEM 2100 (JEOL USA,
Inc., Peabody, United States) microscope operating at 200 kV, in carbon grids. A CryoEM
photograph of a coated silica sphere is present in figure 3.6.
100 nm
Figure 3.6: CryoEM photograph of a coated silica sphere.
By the analysis of the figure 3.6 it is possible to highlight the bright shell over the silica
spheres. The table 3.3 has the average result for the multiple thickness measurements
made in the CryoEM photographs. The images analysis was also made by Dr A. Miranda.
Table 3.3: Results of the SLB thickness using CryoEM images.
Number of measurements Thickness Uncertainty
6 7 nm 1 nm
The CryoEM results confirm the presence of the SLB over the silica spheres. The




To characterize the proprieties of a double layer is highly common to measure the Zeta
potential [59]. This chemistry technique is used in colloidal dispersions and it consist in
measuring the potential in the interface particle-solution (more precisely in the slipping
plane).
In literature, it is reported that the Zeta potential of silica spheres change if they
are or not coated if a SLB [54]. Therefore, to confirm the presence of the SLB shell it
was also measure the respective Zeta potentials. The experiment was made by Dr A.
Miranda using Horiba Nano Particle Analyzer SZ-100 (Horiba Scientific, Kyoto, Japan).
The average results for the coated and uncoated particles are presented in table 3.4.
Table 3.4: Results of the Zeta potential for the coated and uncoated spheres. The abbrevi-
ation N. Meas stands for number of measurements.
Uncoated particles Coated particles
N. Meas. Zeta potential Uncertainty N. Meas. Zeta potential Uncertainty
9 −54 mV 1 mV 9 −11 mV 2 mV
The results obtained for both spheres agree with the results of Veneziano et al. [54].
Hence, the Zeta potential also validates the presence of the SLB shell over the silica
spheres.
By the multiple characterization steps made to the sample it is then validate that
the samples agree with what was expected. The geometries of the samples obtained are










Figure 3.7: Representation of the obtained coated (a)) and uncoated (b)) geometries. The
radius of the silica spheres was calculated throw TEM and the SLB thickness using Cry-
oEM.
3.3 Optical systems
Until this point, it was characterized the samples used during this work. In this section,
it is specified the equipments used to achieve the goals of this project.
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To characterize the SLB impact in DIC microscopy it was used the microscope Zeiss
LM780 (Carl Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany). The study was made in two DIC
strands: the traditional Nomarski DIC and the De Sérnamont DIC. Each of the setups are
described in sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 respectively.
3.3.1 Nomarski differential interference constrast microscope
The traditional DIC origins from 1955 when Nomarski and Weill invented this type of
microscopy [5]. Since then, it has been used principally in biology to observe almost
transparent systems cells due that the image is highly sensible to changes in the optical
path of the beams.
The Nomarski DIC setup used is represented by the figure 3.8.
CondCollSource TBAperW AObj CameraAperP WF
Figure 3.8: Schematic of the Nomarski DIC setup used in the experiments. The abbre-
viations stand for: Coll - Collector lens; F - Monochromatic filter; P - Polariser; Aper -
Aperture; W - Wollaston prism; Cond - Condenser; Obj - Objective; A - Analyser; TB -
Tube Lens.
As mentioned before, the DIC model of section 2.2 consists in a Nomarski DIC. Spe-
cial attention was made to maximize the correspondence between the theoretical setup
and the experimental. For that it was used a bright line singleband bandpass filter FF01-
490/60-25 (Semrock Inc., New York, United States) to approximate the incident light
to a monochromatic light. The condenser aperture was also used fully closed to pro-
vide an incident illumination that propagates parallel to the optical axis, as modelled in
section 2.2.
The objective used consists in a water immersion objective ×40 with NA of 1.2 (Carl
Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena, Germany). The Wollaston prism in the back focal plane
used is the respective one considering the objective used. The Charged Coupled Device
(CCD) camera used was a 12 bits camera AxioCam MRm (Zeiss Microscopy GmbH, Jena,
Germany).
3.3.2 De Sérnamont differential interference contrast microscope
The De Sérnamont DIC has the advantages that it is easily to use experimentally relatively
to the Nomarski DIC. The difference lies in the De Sérnamont compensator inserted in
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Figure 3.9: Schematic of the De Sérnamont DIC setup used in the experiments. The
abbreviations stand for: Coll - Collector lens; F - Monochromatic filter; P - Polariser; Aper
- Aperture; W - Wollaston prism; Cond - Condenser; Obj - Objective; A - Analyser; C - De
Sérnamont Compensator; TB - Tube Lens.
Comparing the figure 3.9 and 3.8 it is possible to see the difference between the
systems used. As mentioned before, the principal difference is the insertion of the De
Sérnamont compensator in the back focal plane.
The DIC contrast changes with the induction of the bias. In Nomarski DIC the bias is
controllable by shifting the Wollaston prism relatively to the optical axis (section 2.2.3.1).
An easier way to achieve and control the bias is throw the insertion of the De Sérnamont
compensator in the back or front focal plane [60]. In literature, it is not really consent the
ideal bias that maximize the contrast of the image [8, 15, 61, 62].
The other difference relatively of the Nomarski setup used in this work is that the
condenser’s aperture is fully open so the incident light is focused by the condenser which
has a NA of 0.55. The rest of the components are the same that used for Nomarski DIC.
3.4 Image analysis
During this section, it is discussed how the DIC image were analyzed in order to quantify
the anisotropic effect. The goal is to determine the histogram of the individual spheres.
In this section, it is explained step by step the procedure to arrive to the respective
histogram.
It was developed a small Graphical User Interface (GUI) under MATLAB to make the
image analysis using MATLAB image toolbox. This GUI allows the user to remove the
background according with the explanation bellow and also enables the user to make
multiple crops over single spheres. Then the user can easily generate the histogram of
all crops and make the respective fit. The author want to acknowledge Yeh for making
available his MATLAB script to read *.lsm files [63].
The figure 3.10 represents the main steps of the image analysis to arrive to the image
characterization.
The image analysis overview represented by the figure 3.10 shows without going in
detail the principal steps: first it is required to remove the background (figure 3.10 b))
so that the spheres data is not hidden by the background (in the histogram) then it
is required to make individual crops to each sphere (figure 3.10 c)). In this step, it is
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Figure 3.10: Schematic of the main steps of the image analysis. a) represents the original
time series images taken from the microscope; b) represents the respective time series
images a) without the background; c) represents a crop of a silica sphere from the images
b); d) represents the histogram of a large number of crops as image c).
required to just select individual and not considering the data from clusters. To acquire
quantitative data it is then calculated the histogram of all crops to make the respective
fits. More detail about each step is explained in the next paragraphs.
The figure 3.10 also suggests that the data obtained in the microscope consist in a
time series of photographs. Using time series instead of a single image allows to consider
the time fluctuations of the image (noise) in the analysis making the study more precise.
3.4.1 Zones of interest
Keeping in mind the main steps showed in figure 3.10 the first step consists in removing
zones without interest of the image. The figure 3.11 represents how this was achieved.
Using figure 3.11 as a guidance it is in the next paragraphs explained the algorithm
chosen to remove the zones without interest. Analysing the figure 3.11 a) is possible to
see that big changes in pixels intensity (relatively to its neighbours) only occurs in the
presence of spheres. That means, that the background is consistent with its neighbours.


















Figure 3.11: Schematics of the multiple steps to remove the zones without interest from
the original time series images. a) represents the original time series taken from the
microscope; b) is the gradient magnitude of the images a); c) represents the images b) after
the application of a Gaussian filter; d) represents the images c) after the application of a
threshold converting the images to masks (logical image); e) represents the combination
of the images a) and e).
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(figure 3.11 b)).
At the gradient image it is then applied a Gaussian filter which has two purposes:
first it decreases the intensity of isolated peaks (can be in the background zone) and
principally it slightly increase the radius of the spheres zone.
The figure 3.11 c) contains now the information about the localization of the zone
of interest. At this point is necessary to create a mask image (logical image) with this
information. This can be done by applying a threshold to the figure 3.11 c) which origins
the figure 3.11 d).
An important point is that the analysis has to be done in the original image without
any filter or alterations. Therefore, using the figure 3.11 d) as a mask to the original
figure 3.11 a) it is finally arrived to the figure 3.11 e) which has the original intensity of
the microscope’s image but fully black in the background.
The algorithm developed and used during this work to remove the background is
available in appendix B.2.
3.4.2 Individual sphere
Taking the masked images created as explained in the section above it is now required to
extract crops from the image containing isolated spheres. The GUI developed has done to
facilitate this process allowing to make small crops in the principal image in a relatively
fast way. The figure 3.12 is a schematic of the process from the image without background
to a single sphere histogram.















Figure 3.12: Schematic of the image analysis for a single sphere. a) represents the crop of
an individual sphere; b) is the histogram of the images a). It is considered a time series of
10 frames.
Making a small crop over a silica sphere in the image without background (figure 3.10 b))
it results in the figure 3.12 a). This image gives the intensity of the pixels that form the
sphere’s image. One of the goals of this work is to then compare these pixels of the coated
and uncoated silica spheres. For this purpose, it is important to make the histogram of
the respective image, represented in figure 3.12 b), to get some quantitative data.
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A analysis over multiple spheres is required to get some confidence on the results.
An histogram considering multiple crops of spheres is represented in figure 3.10 d). To
compare then the components of the coated and uncoated spheres it is required to fit the
experimental data.
As it is characteristic of a DIC’s image, it is possible to see in figure 3.12 a) a shadow
and white shape. Therefore it was assumed pertinent that the histogram’s fit should be
done to three Gaussian functions: one for the shadow, other to the background and at last
to the white component. The quantitative values of the fitted parameter are represented
normalized relatively to the background peak as in figure 3.10 d).
3.4.3 Distance between shadow and white peaks
As already mentioned, a DIC’s image consists in the superposition of the white and
shadow part of the image which are both separated by a well-defined bias. This last one
is defined principally by the Wollaston prisms that are used. Since that it is another
propriety of the image it is also pertinent to see if the anisotropy has an effect on it.
The process to calculate the distance between the white and shadow part (Γ ) is repre-
sented in figure 3.13.
a) b)
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of how it is calculated the distance between the shadow and white
part. The origins of the arrow of a) represent the darker and brighter pixels. b) represents
the Γ histogram of the image a). c) is a Γ histogram of a large number of spheres with the
respective Gaussian fit.
As figure 3.13 suggests the distance Γ is measured by considering the distance between
the brighter and darker pixel of the sphere crop. Considering a huge number of crops,
like for the intensity histogram, it is possible to arrive to Γ distribution which can be then
fitted to a Gaussian curve (figure 3.13 c)). For the calculation of Γ it is just considered the
first frame of the time series.
Finally the analysis protocol is complete: with it is possible to arrive to some quan-
titative parameters of the DIC’s image. And they can be used to compare the coated
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This chapter owns all results acquired in this work more specifically, it is divided in two
section were it is firstly explained the SLB anisotropy impact in the ellipsometry angles
Ψ and ∆ and then the SLB impact in the DIC image formation process.
4.1 Ellipsometry results
In this section, it is presented the results of modelling where it is studied the influence of
the SLB anisotropy in the scattered far field. A scientific article to a peer review journal
already had been submitted with the results presented in this section [64].
Considering an ABV which represents a liposome above a cell there are two anisotropic
materials: the SLB that covers the vesicle and the SLB above the substrate. Therefore, to
quantify how SLB affects the scattering proprieties it is introduced two different geome-
tries which are presented in figure 4.1.
a) b)
Figure 4.1: Representation of the geometries used to quantify the anisotropy effect. a) -
Isotropic Thin Film with an Isotropic Shell (ITFIS) and b) - Anisotropic Thin Film with
an Anisotropic Shell (ATFAS). The brown SLB represents an isotropic material with RI
given by equation 2.11 and the red SLB represents a SLB with its real optical proprieties.
The model Isotropic Thin Film with an Isotropic Shell (ITFIS) (figure 4.1 a)) is here
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introduced as a reference to compare the results with the anisotropic case. Comparing
the data between the models ITFIS and Anisotropic Thin Film with an Anisotropic Shell
(ATFAS) (figure 4.1 b)) gives impact of the anisotropy in a specific data.
Using the definitions of the ellipsometry angles it is quantified how the SLB anisotropy
affects the scattered far field. It is considered the light is being analysed in the reflected
specular condition and were calculated using SCATMECH classes developed during the
work.
If otherwise noted, all default parameters of the model used in this section are listed
in table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Default simulation ellipsometry parameters. The nomenclature agrees with
figure 2.6 b).
Model parameter Value Model parameter Value
θi 70° λ 488 nm
M 1 µm−2 Ns= ni= Nsphere 1.335
rsphere 95 nm dtf = dco 5 nm
N
tf







avg = N coavg 1.4533 δ 0 nm
Ellipsometry curves are traditionally made measuring the angles throw the AOI or
the wavelength used. In the next sections are made the study of the anisotropy effect
in both cases (sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). Then, it is analysed how the incident medium
and substrate affects the anisotropy impact (section 4.1.3) and at last how the anisotropy
impacts the endocytosis observation (section 4.1.4)
4.1.1 Resolving angle of incidence dependence
In the present section, it is presented the ellipsometry data modelled considering an AOI
revolving measurement. The main goal is to quantify the anisotropic impact due to the
SLB which is achieved comparing the ellipsometry curves from the models ATFAS and
ITFIS. The results are illustrated by the figure 4.2.
AOI revolving ellipsometry angle Ψ (figure 4.2 a)) shows that the optical anisotropy
becomes more pronounced for increasing the AOI with a ∼1° at AOI 30° discrepancy
between anisotropy and the correspondingly isotropic model as compared to ∼3° at AOI
80°.
With the analysis of ∆ over the AOI (figure 4.2 b)) it is highlighted that the value of
AOI when ∆ changes from ∼180° to ∼0° goes from ∼47° to ∼46° due to the anisotropy.





























ITFIS rsphere=0.045 µm  
ATFAS rsphere=0.045 µm   
ITFIS rsphere=0.245 µm  
ATFAS rsphere=0.245 µm  
a) b)
Figure 4.2: Resolving AOI ellipsometry angles Ψ (a)) and ∆ (b)) of the models ITFIS
and ATFAS considering radii of 50 nm and 250 nm. The other simulation parameters are
presented in table 4.1.
4.1.2 Resolving wavelength dependence
Spectroscopic ellipsometry is made measuring the angle Ψ and ∆ throw the incident
light wavelength. Figure 4.3 depicts spectroscopic ellipsometry curves considering the
geometry ITFIS and ATFAS allowing the quantification of the anisotropy impact.
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Figure 4.3: Resolving wavelength ellipsometry angles Ψ (a)) and ∆ (b)) of the models
ITFIS and ATFAS considering radii of 50 nm, 150 nm and 250 nm. The other simulation
parameters are presented in table 4.1.
Spectroscopic ellipsometry modelling data shows that, considering small particles
with a small radius, Ψ (figure 4.1 a)) has an offset around ∼2.5° due to the anisotropy.
This offset start to be non-constant if it is considered bigger particles.
Very similar behaviour occurs with ∆ but with it, the oscillation due to the anisotropy
is much bigger when compared with the initial offset. Indeed, considering a radius of
50 nm the constant offset its around ∼0.3° while that, with particles radius of 250 nm the
maximum of the anisotropy impact is around ∼3° at a wavelength of 0.7 µm.
There are many obstacles to measure experimentally the results from figures 4.2
or 4.3 as the sample polydispersity, vesicle aggregation, Poisson statistic of the particle
density and the difficulties of having well defined isotropic and anisotropic shells around
a perfectly homogeneous core and other sample homogeneities. However, figures 4.2
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and 4.3 show the capacity of small values of anisotropy to modify the phase and amplitude
of the reflected waves.
4.1.3 Changing incident medium and substrate
In this section is study how the incident medium and the substrate of the geometry
influence the anisotropic effect. For this study it is not used the ABV model but it is just






Figure 4.4: Models used to quantify the influence of the substrate and the incident
medium in the anisotropic effect. a) - Isotropic Thin Film (ITF) model; b) - Anisotropic
Thin Film (ATF) model. The brown SLB represents an isotropic material with RI given by
equation 2.11 and the red SLB represents a SLB with its real optical proprieties.
The figure 4.4 shows the models used for this study. The principle is the same that for
the figure 4.1, it is used the Isotropic Thin Film (ITF) model (figure 4.1 a)) as reference
to compare with the Anisotropic Thin Film (ATF) model (figure 4.1 b)) which represents
the anisotropic case.
Some of the data in this study is represented in the form of the ellipsometry angles
differences DΨ and D∆ for AOI resolved ellipsometry measurements. They are both













To study the substrate and incident medium influence it was made a numerical study
where it was changed the incident medium and the substrate and measured the ellipsom-
etry angles differences DΨ and D∆.The figure 4.5 represents the respective study.
Figure 4.5 depicts modelling results DΨ and D∆ for different substrate and incident
medium. Each pixel of the figure 4.5 a) and b) corresponds to an curve AOI resolving
ellipsometry curve. In figure 4.5 a) and b) it is possible to distinct three regions according


















The three example of figures 4.5 c) and d) correspond to the curves marked in fig-
ures 4.5 a) and b). Example 2) correspond to the case of a SLB in an aqueous media being
possible to conclude that the small anisotropy of a lipid bilayer has a relatively significant
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Figure 4.5: DΨ (a)) and D∆ (b)) for AOI resolved ellipsometry from 30° to 80° for different
values of incident and substrate RI; AOI resolved Ψ (c)) and ∆ (d)) profiles considering
ATF and ITF geometries.
It should, however, be noted that the zone 1) represents the case of an homogeneous
sample, so while the effect under investigation becomes larger it becomes increasingly
challenging to observe experimentally.
4.1.4 Endocytosis model ellipsometry results
The results presented above suggests that SLB anisotropy has a significant impact consid-
ering the endocytosis geometry. The figure 4.6 is the evolution of the ellipsometry angles
when the distance δ increases. To quantify the anisotropic impact, it is represented the
data for the model ITFIS and ATFAS.






















Figure 4.6: Ellipsometry angle Ψ and ∆ of a liposome above a SLB for varying distance
between the liposome and SLB δ. The isotropic and anisotropic data are considering the
ITFIS and ATFAS models, respectively.
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The Ψ and ∆ curves present in figure 4.6 exhibits a sinusoidal-like behavior with a
period of ∼ 700 nm. This behavior occurs due to the constructive and destructive interfer-
ence between the light reflected at the top of the particle and at the substrate.
Comparing the isotropic and anisotropic curves of figure 4.6 it is possible to notice
that the SLB anisotropy induces a constant shift of ∼ 2° in Ψ . Contrary to ∆ curves where
the anisotropic impact consists in decreasing the sinusoidal amplitude around ∼ 0.5°.
As the studies presented before, the figure 4.6 also confirms that the SLB anisotropy
has a big impact in the reflected scattered field, unless in the conditions studied.
4.2 Differential interference contrast images
Results from the SLB impact in DIC microscopy are presented in this section. As planned
for this work, in section 4.2.1, it is presented experimental and theoretical data to evaluate
the SLB impact and the effect of its anisotropy. At last, though the numerical implemen-
tation, it is studied the observation of endocytosis using DIC microscopy (section 4.2.2).
A manuscript to a peer review journal with the results from this section is in prepara-
tion [65]
4.2.1 Supported lipid bilayer impact
This section discuss in detail the SLB impact on the DIC image formation process. For this
purpose it is compared theoretical and experimental data of three geometries based on











Figure 4.7: Geometries used to quantify the effect of a SLB and its anisotropy in DIC. a)
represents uncoated silica spheres (geometry NC), b) represents the coated silica spheres
(geometry C) and c) represents the coated silica spheres considering the average RI (ge-
ometry Cavg ).
The same rational than for the geometries used in ellipsometry is applied: the dif-
ference between the geometry NC and C is due to the presence of the SLB while the
difference between the geometry C and Cavg is due at the SLB anisotropy. It is impor-
tant to enhance that the while the geometries NC and C are available experimentally the
geometry Cavg is only theoretical.
Considering that the goal is to compare the theory with the experiment it is provide
in table 4.2 the DIC and sample parameters that match the experimental setup used.
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Table 4.2: Default simulation parameters of the experimental setup used considering
the sample from figure 4.7. The denomination agrees with the figures 2.6 b), 2.10, 2.16
and 2.17 of pages 13, 21, 29 and 30.
Model parameter Value Model parameter Value
Ei (0.7071, 0.7071, 0) λ 488 nm
N co‖ 1.45 rsphere 195 nm
N co⊥ 1.46 d
co 7 nm
Ns= Nsphere 1.463 β 40
ni 1.333 θi= φi 0 rad
αobj
π







Unfortunately, even after contacting Zeiss to get more information about some DIC
parameters, some data as xs and Φb had to be considered the typically used in this type
of microscopy.
It is first discussed the results of the SLB impact in the theoretical results (section 4.2.1.1)
and then the experimental data and respective analysis is presented (section 4.2.1.2).
4.2.1.1 Numerical results
The utilization of the DIC model associated with the ABV model allows the theoretical
characterization of the anisotropy throw numerical simulations. Throw this section, it is
analysed the SLB impact theoretically starting by the effect in the objective’s electric far
field and then its impact in the image in multiple configurations.
Far field impact
As explained in section 2.2.3, the modulation of a DIC is made considering two indepen-
dent orthogonally polarized beams and their interference in the image plane. Therefore,
each of the beam has its respective objective’s far field. The figure 4.8 represents the far
field of the x and y beams considering the NC and C geometries of figure 3.7.
Figure 4.8 depicts the SLB impact on the far field. There are two main conclusion from
this figure: first the fact that the far field intensity increases around 15% due to the SLB
anisotropy (comparing figure 4.8 a) with b) and d) with e)). Then the figures 4.8 c) and e)
allow to conclude that the SLB impact is more important when considering small value
of θobj . This shows that possibly the image is more susceptible to the SLB in microscope
with low NA objectives.
Image impact
In the paragraphs above it was quantified the anisotropy effect in the objective far field.
At this point, it is then propagate the electric field over the DIC optical system to calculate
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Figure 4.8: Objective’s far fields considering the NC (a) and d)) and C (b) and e)) geome-
tries of figure 3.7 for the x (a), b) and c)) and y (d), e) and f)) polarized beams. c) and f)
represent the difference between the NC and C case. All graphs are normalized relatively
to the respective NC maximum |Eobj∞NC |2. The simulation parameters are represented
in table 4.2.
the resultant image. This way it is possible to quantify SLB impact in the image plane
which is represented by figure 4.9 considering an objective with 1.2 NA.
|EimageNC|2 |EimageNC|2 - |EimageC|2
1 μm
|EimageC|2



















Figure 4.9: Theoretical DIC image of NC and C geometries considering a high NA ob-
jective. c) represents the difference between the NC (a)) and the C (b)) images. All
graphs are normalized relatively to |EimageNC |2 maximum. The simulation parameters
are represented in table 4.2.
Visually there is no difference between the images of figure 4.9 a) and b). But making
the differences between the images a) and b) of figure 4.9 it results in c) which shows that
the anisotropy induces very small changes considering this system. From these results
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it is possible to conclude that the SLB impact (around 10−3) is impossible to analyse
considering that the usual cameras scales are between 0 and 255.
However , from the far field results illustrated by figure 4.8 and as notice before,
it suggests that the SLB impact is bigger considering small values of θobj . Therefore,
an analysis considering a DIC microscope with a objective with small NA (0.1736) is
illustrated in figure 4.10.
|EimageNC|2 |EimageNC|2  - |EimageC|2|EimageC|2















Figure 4.10: Theoretical DIC image of NC and C geometries considering a low NA ob-
jective. c) represents the difference between the NC (a)) and the C (b)) images. All
graphs are normalized relatively to |EimageNC |2 maximum. The simulation parameters
are represented in table 4.2.
Figure 4.10 a) and b) shows the resultant image of the NC and C geometries. Compar-
ing these figures with the figure 4.9 a) and b) it is clear the reduction of the resolution.
The dependence of the microscope resolution with the objective and condenser NA is
very well known in optics [66]. Another particularity is the decrease of the contrast (color
scale) of the image.
The SLB impact shown by figure 4.10 c) is smaller than in figure 4.9 c) which does
not agree with the prevision. But, even if in terms of intensity difference the impact is
smaller, in term of image contrast it is bigger. That means that taking into account the
contrast using a small NA objective, which is five times lower that with high NA, the
relative intensity variations due to the SLB is around two times bigger than using high
NA objective.
Further work could be to investigate how the condenser NA influence the SLB impact.
In the case that the SLB impact increases when the incident light is not propagating
normal to the optical axis, it could be used an annular ring in the front focal plane to
measure the SLB impact.
Bias influence
The next paragraphs study throw the DIC model if the bias used affects how SLB
impacts the image formation. To evaluate this it is here introduced the term Ω defined
by equation 4.3.
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||EimageNC(x,y)|2 − |EimageC(x,y)|2| (4.3)
,where |EimageNC |2 and |EimageC |2 are the normalized intensity relatively to |EimageNC |2
maximum of the image considering the NC and C geometries, respectively.






















Figure 4.11: Relation between the bias of the DIC microscope and the SLB impact. The
data is normalized relatively to the respective maximum.
The graph of the figure 4.11 shows that the bias used has a particular and significant
impact regarding how the SLB affects the image formation. Indeed, at small values of
bias the SLB has a much bigger impact in the DIC images contrary to when the bias is
around ±π2 rad.
Considering that the figures 4.9 and 4.10 are for a bias of π4 rad, the figure 4.11 sug-
gests that it is possible to increase the SLB impact around ten times using a bias around
π
100 rad. The respective images, considering a bias of
π
100 rad, are represented in fig-
ure 4.12.
|EimageNC|2 |EimageNC|2 -  |EimageC|2
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Figure 4.12: Theoretical DIC image of NC and C geometries considering a bias of π100 rad.
c) represents the difference between the NC (a)) and the C (b)) images. All graphs are
normalized relatively to |EimageNC |2 maximum. The other simulation parameters are
represented in table 4.2.
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Figure 4.12 depicts DIC theoretical images of the NC and C geometries considering a
small bias. One of the conclusions from this image is that small values of bias generate
much bigger contrast for the system in study. Indeed, in figure 4.12 a) and b) the contrast
is around ten times bigger than in figure 4.9 a) and b).
The second conclusion is that the SLB impact is relatively high considering this setup.
Figure 4.12 c) shows variations in intensity around 3% which can already be detected
using an 8 bits camera ( 1256=0.0039). Also important is that the SLB increases the contrast
of the image, in other words, the shadow becomes darker and the white part becomes
brighter.
One goal of this work is to quantify how anisotropy impacts the image formation. In
this chapter, it was only quantified the impact of a SLB. Figure 4.13 presents two DIC
theoretical images considering the geometries C and Cavg and the respective difference
between them.
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Figure 4.13: Theoretical DIC images to quantify the impact of the SLB anisotropy in
the images. a) is the image of the geometry C, b) is the image of the geometry Cavg and
c) is the intensity difference between a) and b). All graphs are normalized relatively to
|EimageNC |2 maximum (figure 4.12 a)). The respective parameters of the simulation, in
exception of Φb=
π
100 rad, are presented in table 4.2.
Figure 4.13 a) and b) show two DIC images considering the SLB as an anisotropic
and isotropic material, respectively. Then, the intensity difference between them is rep-
resented by figure 4.13 c). Visually, it is not possible to see the differences between fig-
ure 4.13 a) and b). Indeed, figure 4.13 shows that the anisotropic impact is only around
10−3. Even if it would be possible to create a sample as geometry Cavg an 8 bits camera
would not be precise enough to measured such small differences, being necessary a 16
bits camera.
4.2.1.2 Experimental results
The data obtained experimentally during this work is presented in this section. Having in
mind what mentioned in section 3.2, it is discussed the results of the C and NC geometries
(figure 3.7 of page 41) on two DIC strands: Nomarski and De Sérnamont DIC.
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Nomarski differential interference contrast
The images and respective analysis of the C and NC images are presented bellow. The
results of this section were obtained as a blind test: that means that the author did not
knew if the sample that he was analysing/imaging was coated or uncoated until the
analysis was complete. This way it was avoided that the author influences the results.
The analysis of the SLB impact has made with the samples presented in table 4.3.
Each of the sample was made in duplicate (a and b).
Table 4.3: Composition of the samples analysed in Nomarski DIC.
Sample Silica spheres Liposomes Buffer Ca2+
1 a&b 1 µL 100 µL ∼1.9 mL
2 a&b 1 µL Uncoated ∼2 mL
3 a&b 1 µL 1000 µL ∼1 mL
4 a&b 5 µL 100 µL ∼1.9 mL
5 a&b 5 µL Uncoated ∼2 mL
6 a&b 5 µL 1000 µL ∼1 mL




Figure 4.14: Nomarski DIC images of the samples 2b (a)) and 1a (b)).
Figure 4.14 depicts two example of DIC images that were analysed in this work. It
is possible to see small isolated spheres which are pertinent to the study presented and
some agglomerates which were ignored in the analysis. The small background is due to
the small amount of bias induced in the system. It is also highlighted the interferences
fringes, that are pointed by the arrow, which are associated to the plane wave illumination
used.
Even with multiple cleaning process sometimes the spheres tend to form too much
aggregates which makes impossible the analysis of the sample. The samples 3a, 4b and
5b were not analysed due to this reason.
Considering the samples from table 4.3, the results from the analysis of their images
(explained in section 3.4) are available in table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: Parameters of the Gaussian fits of each sample from table 4.4 measured using
Nomarski DIC. All intensity values are normalized relatively to the background Gaussian
center. The abbreviations N. Sph., Sha., cen. and Whi. stand for Number of spheres,
Shadow, Gaussian center and White.
Sample N. Sph. Sha. cen. Sha. FWHM Whi. cen Whi. FWHM Γ cen. Γ FWHM
1a 64 0.826 0.125 1.169 0.124 9.88 px 2.24 px
1b 37 0.732 0.185 1.293 0.194 9.62 px 2.82 px
2a 97 0.873 0.147 1.135 0.157 10.40 px 2.33 px
2b 48 0.815 0.198 1.131 0.216 8.91 px 1.48 px
3b 61 0.929 0.159 1.232 0.124 9.11 px 2.26 px
4a 97 0.788 0.313 1.229 0.250 10.10 px 2.36 px
5a 81 0.799 0.170 1.269 0.170 10.80 px 3.82 px
6a 66 0.824 0.216 1.120 0.263 8.79 px 1.92 px
6b 97 0.760 0.134 1.251 0.134 10.02 px 2.70 px
The figure 4.15 shows the dispersion of the fitted parameters considering if the sample
in study is coated or uncoated.
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Figure 4.15: Dispersion graphs of the intensities and Γ considering uncoated and coated
silica spheres. a) represents the shadows and white normalized intensities and b) repre-
sents the Γ .
The analysis of figure 4.15 suggests that the SLB does not has a enough impact to be
detectable in DIC. Indeed, the results shows that the experimental oscillations (compar-
ing sample 1a with 1b, 2a with 2b or 6a with 6b) is much bigger than any other difference
between the particles.
These experimental oscillations can be justified due to illumination oscillations. In-
deed, the DIC background images present a gradient over the images, therefore the lo-
calization of the spheres on the images influences the results. Another experimental
oscillation is related to the proximity of the spheres to the dish border. Experimentally
when the image is taken closer to the border the background intensity increase having an
impact on the results.
The radius dispersion of the silica sphere (195±18 nm) is also a justification for the
non-uniformity of the results when analysing the similar samples. The relative high
pixelization of the image when related with the size of the spheres also has an impact of
the results repeatability.
An interesting point to analyse is the viability of fitting the color histogram to a sum
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of three Gaussian curves. Generally, the three Gaussian centers are very close to each
other which generate a big uncertainty in the fits.
With the separation of the results from table 4.4 considering the coated and the un-
coated geometry it is calculated the average values of the Gaussian centers for each geom-
etry. The values are presented in table 4.5.
Table 4.5: Average Gaussian centers Nomarski results considering coated and uncoated
spheres.
Shadow center White center Γ center
Uncoated 0.83±0.04 1.18±0.07 2.6±0.3 µm
Coated 0.81±0.07 1.21±0.07 2.5±0.2 µm
The average results shows what was already mentioned before: the SLB impact is
much lower that the experimental oscillation which can be seen by the high uncertainty
of the results. As a conclusion, experimentally this work has not able to detect the effect
of the SLB, therefore its impact in Nomarski DIC image formation is relatively small
compared with the experimental oscillations.
De Sérnamont differential interference contrast
The next paragraphs present and discuss the experimental data acquired in De Sérna-
mont DIC. The De Sérnamont compensator in the back focal plane was adjusted to the
value of 5° which was the value with the best contrast.
As for Nomarski DIC, the samples consist in a mix of silica spheres coated and un-
coated with a SLB. The characteristics of the multiple samples used are presented in
table 4.6.
Table 4.6: Composition of the samples analysed in De Sérnamont DIC.
Sample Silica spheres Liposomes Buffer Ca2+
1 a&b 5 µL Uncoated ∼2 mL
2 a&b 5 µL Uncoated ∼2 mL
3 a&b 5 µL 100 µL ∼1.9 mL
4 a&b 5 µL 1000 µL ∼1 mL
An example of two De Sérnamont DIC pictures from the coated and uncoated geome-
try are presented in figure 4.16.
Figure 4.16 depicts two DIC images of a sample without (figure 4.16 a)) and with
(figure 4.16 b)) a SLB. Due to the bias used in the experiment the background is much
higher that in previous study where it was used Nomarski DIC. The image resolution
is also bigger relatively to the Nomarski image which is associated to the utilization of
the condenser aperture fully open (with a NA of 0.55). The interferences fringes from
figure 4.14 disappear since that the plane wave illumination is not being consider for
these images.
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5 μm5 μm
a) b)
Figure 4.16: De Sérnamont DIC pictures of the sample 1b (a)) and 4a (b)).
Visually, it is not possible to detect any differences between the two images associated
to the SLB presence therefore, proceeding with the analysis explained in section 3.4, it is
possible to arrive to the quantitative data presented in table 4.6.
Table 4.7: Parameters of the Gaussian fits of each sample from table 4.4 measured using
De Sérnamont DIC. All intensity values are normalized relatively to the background
Gaussian center. The abbreviations N. Sph., Sha., cen. and Whi. stand for Number of
spheres, Shadow, Gaussian center and White.
Sample N. Sph. Sha. cen. Sha. FWHM Whi. cen Whi. FWHM
1a 88 0.864 0.149 1.164 0.087
1b 122 0.839 0.109 1.168 0.171
2a 108 0.910 0.066 1.101 0.104
2b 196 0.875 0.192 1.129 0.217
3a 171 0.882 0.135 1.164 0.135
3b 156 0.879 0.081 1.156 0.218
4a 137 0.851 0.155 1.229 0.185
4b 269 0.900 0.127 1.151 0.191
Figure 4.17 represents the dispersion graphs of the Gaussian center of table 4.7 allow-
































Figure 4.17: Dispersion graphs of the shadow and white intensities considering uncoated
and coated silica spheres measured using De Sérnamont DIC.
The conclusions from the graph of figure 4.16 are very similar from the ones taken
from the Nomarski study. Indeed, once more, the experimental oscillations is much
bigger than the influence of the SLB in the image. The same justifications than before
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can be used: not constant background, the radius dispersion of the silica spheres, the
pixelization and the fitting protocol.
The average values for the uncoated and coated spheres are represented in table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Average Gaussian centers from De Sérnamont results considering coated and
uncoated spheres.
Shadow center White center
Uncoated 0.87±0.03 1.14±0.03
Coated 0.89±0.02 1.17±0.04
The average results shows that the experimental oscillations is much bigger that any
changes due to the SLB. As a conclusion, to quantify the effect of the SLB it would be
required a much precise and accurate experimental protocol.
4.2.2 Imaging of endocytosis model
Multiple studies regarding the endocytosis are presented in this section: as a start it is
evaluated the anisotropy impact in the image formation (section 4.2.2.1) and at last it is
presented multiple frames of endocytosis using DIC (section 4.2.2.2).
4.2.2.1 Anisotropic impact
The quantification of the anisotropic impact considering the endocytosis geometry is pre-
sented in this section. For this purposed it was used the same rational that in section 4.1.4
















Figure 4.18: Theoretical images considering endocytosis geometry. a) represents a wide
field microscopy image considering the anisotropic case; b) and c) are DIC images not
considering and considering the anisotropy of the SLB (ITFIS and ATFAS, respectively).
Graph a) is normalized relatively to the respective |EimageAT FAS |2 maximum while graphs
b) and c) are normalize relatively to |EimageIT FIS |2 b) maximum. The parameter of the
geometry modeled are available in table 4.1.
Figure 4.18 a) depicts a wide field image of the endocytosis geometry while the fig-
ures 4.18 b) and c) represent a DIC image. Comparing both cases it is possible to highlight
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the fact that DIC microscopy has ten times more contrast than the traditional wide field
microscopy (comparing the color bars). This is the reason why DIC is highly used in
biology where almost transparent sample (as the geometry in study) are commonly anal-
ysed. Even using DIC microscopy the contrast of this geometry is very small being hard
to observe experimentally.
The difference between the figures 4.18 b) and c) is the anisotropy impact. Therefore,
it is possible to see that the respective impact is negligible in the DIC image formation.
This can look contrary to the conclusions from section 4.1.4 that the effect in the far-
field was important. But, even if the geometry is the same, the analysis is made in two
very different systems. In section 4.1.4 it was study the reflection mode which, for this
geometry, has Fresnel coefficients very close to zero. Therefore, a minimal change in any
of Fresnel coefficients (in terms of absolute value) generates a big shift in the ellipsometry
angles. Contrary to what it is being study in this section, where the Fresnel coefficients
are very close to the unity then it is needed big alterations of the Fresnel coefficients to
generate a significant impact in the far field, and then in the image.
4.2.2.2 Endocytosis dynamics
Multiple simulated DIC images of a liposome approaching a cell is studied in this section
to evaluate the changes in the frames due to the distance between the cell and the lipo-
some (δ). Figure 4.19 illustrates the respective frames considering that the focus plane is















Figure 4.19: Multiple endocytosis DIC images with the approach of the liposome to the
cell. For the graphs a), b) and c) the distance δ is respectively 0 nm, 100 nm and 1000 nm.
The focus of the image is constantly in the center of the sphere. All graphs are normalized
relatively to |EimageAT FAS |2 a) maximum.
As depicted by the multiple frames of the figure 4.19, there is no observable changes
in the image due to liposome approach. As explained in section 2.1.4, the solution of the
ABV model (Jsphere) is a constituted by the scattered light by the particle and the light
scattered from the interaction between the scattered light and the substrate. Since that
the first component is not depended on the substrate it does not depend on the distance
between the substrate and the sphere. Therefore only the second component is depended
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on the distance δ and, since that the geometry is almost transparent, this component has

















































Figure 4.20: Far field considering endocytosis geometry with δ=0 nm. a) represents the
total far field considering the endocytosis geometry. b) represents the far field just consid-
ering the field originated from the interaction liposome cell. Both graphs are normalized
relatively to a) maximum. For display purposes the incident field is not being considered
in these graphs.
The far fields illustrated in figures 4.20 a) and b) shows the small impact of the field
originated from the interaction liposome cell has. Indeed the field originated from the in-
teraction (figure 4.20 b)) is ten thousands times weaker that the field directly scattered by
the liposome (figure 4.20 a)). Therefore the Mie solution (not considering the interaction
sphere-substrate) and the ABV solution are practically equal for the geometry in study.
In the previous ellipsometry results section, more precisely in figure 4.6, a sinusoidal
shape appears in the ellipsometry angles when the distance δ changes. As mentioned
before, this due that in reflection mode the relative phase between the incident field
and scattered field changes with the distance δ (factor eiqk
′ cos(θi ) in equation 2.30, page
15). In the transmission case the relative phase between incident and scattered light is
independent of δ thus the sinusoidal shape does not appear. Future work could be to
evaluate the same geometry using DIC in reflection mode where it can be possible to see
the approach of the liposome due to this sinusoidal shape.
Until this point, the study was made considered that the microscope is focused in the
center of the liposome. The next frames correspond to the same geometry ATFAS but
considered that the focus is at a fixed distance rsphere from the cell. This is represented by
figure 4.21.
The DIC images illustrated in figure 4.21 shows a way of following the approach of a
liposome to the cellular membrane. However the theoretical image are just depended of
the distance between the plane in focus and the sphere and not to the distance between
the cellular membrane and the liposome. That means that, theoretically, the image of a
liposome 200 nm above the cellular membrane with the focus at 100 nm is identical to an
image of a liposome 500 nm above the cellular membrane with the focus at 400 nm from
the cell membrane.
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Figure 4.21: Multiple endocytosis DIC images with the approach of the liposome to the
cell. For the graphs a), b), c), d), e), f), g), h), i), j), k) and l) the distance δ is respec-
tively 0 nm, 100 nm, 200 nm, 300 nm, 400 nm, 500 nm, 600 nm, 700 nm, 800 nm, 900 nm,
1000 nm and 1500 nm. The focus of the image is constantly at 100 nm from the cellular
membrane. The color scale is constant through the frames. All graphs are normalized
relatively to a) maximum.
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For the reasons explained above it is not possible to monitor the approach of a lipo-
some to a cell using wide field microscopy. The modulation made during this work consist
in a rough approximation of endocytosis and future work could be to apply a Finite Dif-
ference Time Domain (FDTD) method [67] to modulate the invaginations that occurs in
endocytosis. With this approach, it would be possible to study with much more detail the
endocytosis approach and even make theoretical validation of the images obtained, for










Conclusions and future perspectives
In this work, it was investigated how small values of optical anisotropy can alter signifi-
cantly the far field of optical scattering, thereby influencing microscopy image formation.
Namely, such optical anisotropy is known to be caused by lipid bilayers forming the
boundary of eukaryotic cells and vesicles. It was obtained this conclusion through the
extension of a scattering model for a sphere near a substrate known as the BV solution to
light scattering. In order to understand how this alteration in light scattering is influenc-
ing the microscopic image formation it was integrated scattering model developed with
an exact model for DIC microscopy, based on the work of Munro and Török [15]. Finally,
it was tried to validate theoretical results experimentally by coating silica spheres with a
lipid bilayer and observing them through Nomarski and Dé Sernamont DIC microscopy.
Firstly, are presented results of the optical anisotropy impact considering the endocy-
tosis geometry in the electric far field. For quantifications purpose the data was presented
in form of the ellipsometry angles Ψ and ∆. This modelling results proves that small
amounts of optical anisotropy alter significantly the phase and polarization of the scat-
tered light. Indeed, for the geometry studied, the anisotropy impact must be taken in
account to rigorously model this type of data since that the changes can be around ∼3° in
Ψ and ∆.
The main results presented are theoretical and experimental DIC images. Throw the-
ory, it was showed that the presence of a SLB can have a significant impact in DIC images
if it is considered the appropriate bias. It was also proved that the changes in the image
are due to the increase of the total radius of the particle and the changes of the optical
proprieties and not due to the SLB optical anisotropy, which has a negligible impact con-
sidering the experimental setups used nowadays. Experimentally, it was tried to detect
the presence of the SLB in silica sphere without success. Indeed, the changes that occurs
in the measured images are smaller than the experimental oscillations. Many reasons can
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be presented to justify the experimental oscillations since the radius dispersion of the
silica sphere to the background variations passing by the big pixelization of the images.
A video-DIC of endocytosis is also presented in this dissertation. The results indicate
that the main contribution to the observation of endocytosis with DIC originates from
the moving into focus of a lipid vesicle and that the contribution due to the interaction
vesicle-cell is negligable non-detectable to the image formation process. Regarding how
optical anisotropy affects the image formation in the endocytosis geometry the results
show that the impact is minimum in the configuration studied. Indeed, consider a SLB
as an isotropic material seems a reasonable approximation for this case. As a conclusion
regarding the SLB anisotropy impact in DIC, the precision of the experiment made nowa-
days are insufficient to require the consideration of the SLB as an anisotropic material.
This work answers many question that were still pendent in the optics community
and have its continuation was the potential to answer much more. Indeed, with small
updates in the DIC model it could be studied the influence of high NA condenser in the
anisotropic impact. It would also be possible to study its impact in other microscopies as
phase contrast, dark field microscopy, etc. . . with small changes in the model developed.
Another pertinent study would be to apply the endocytosis geometry to a reflection
DIC. In this work it was proved that the phase changes of the reflected light on the top of
the particle and at the substrate could induces alterations that could be enough to monitor
the liposome approach. However, experimentally the high transmissivity of the geometry
would certainly be a problem to provide enough contrast to get an image. The utilization
of the FDTD could also be used to modulate the invaginations of the cell membrane but
this would origin computational problems due to the Yee cell size required [67].
This work was already presented in three international conferences being the respec-
tive information available in appendixes C.1 to C.3 and the ellipsometry results were
already submitted in a scientific journal [64] with the respective submitted manuscript
in appendix C.4. Another manuscript to a peer review journal about the impact of the
SLB in DIC microscopy is in preparation [65].
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Conventions, nomenclature and coordinate
systems
This chapter introduces the reader to the coordinate systems, nomenclature and conven-
tions used in this dissertation.
A.1 Spherical coordinates










Figure A.1: Representation of the spherical coordinate system used in this dissertation.
The respective unitary vectors are defined by the equations A.1 to A.3.
nr = sinθ cosφ nx + sinθ sinφ ny + cosθnz (A.1)
nθ = cosθ cosφ nx + cosθ sinφ ny − sinθnz (A.2)
nφ = −sinφnx + cosφny (A.3)
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A.2 Cylindrical coordinates









Figure A.2: Representation of the cylindrical coordinate system used in this dissertation.
And the unitary vectors are represented in equations A.4 to A.6.
nρ = cosφ nx + sinφ ny (A.4)
nφ = −sinφnx + cosφny (A.5)
nz = nz (A.6)
A.3 Light conventions
Throw this manuscript the light was considered using the physics convention. More
information regarding the differences between the physics and optics conventions is
available in appendix 2 of reference [23].
The Jones vectors are represented using the right-handed basis set (s, p, k) where s is
the component perpendicular to the POI, p is the component parallel to the POI and k is
the direction of propagation which is perpendicular to the previous.
A.4 Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in this manuscript:
• N represents the RI with the imaginary component (which can be null);
• n represents a RI where the imaginary component is null;
• a represents the vector a;
• A represents the matrix a;
• na represents the versor of the component a;
• a∞ represents an electric a which is in the far field condition;












B.1 Transmission electron microscopy analysis
In this appendix, it is presented the Matlab script developed during this work to calculate
the radius of the spheres present in TEM images (listing B.1). For this work it was applied
to calculate the radius of the silica spheres and the respective uncertainty.
Listing B.1: Matlab script developed to calculate the radius dispersion from the TEM
images.
1 % >%>%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
2 %> INPUT %>
3 % >%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%>
4
5 %folder where all files will be evaluated
6 folder = ’/home/dylan/Desktop/ExperimentalData/si spheres1/’;
7
8 %filetype of the files that will be evaluated
9 filetype = ’.dm3’;
10
11 %[minimum maximum] radius of spheres to consider in nm. Larger range will
increase the computation time required.
12 rangeSpheres = [150 350];
13
14 %True if you want to see the adjust in each image. Press enter in the console
to move for the next image.
15 seePlots =true;
16
17 %Scallar factor of the image. It decreases the resolution of the image by the
respective factor to decrease the computation time.
18 resizeFactor = .3;
19
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20 % >%>%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
21 %> DANGER!!! NOT INPUT ANYMORE %>
22 % >%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%>
23
24 files = dir([folder,strcat(’/*’,filetype)]);
25
26 raddiiT = [];
27 for i = 1:numel(files)
28 [img sc unit] = ReadDMFile(strcat(folder, files(i).name));
29 img = imresize(img, resizeFactor);
30
31 sc = sc ./ resizeFactor;
32
33 if ~strcmp(unit,’nm’)
34 sc = sc * 10^3;
35 end
36
37 range = [round(rangeSpheres(1)/sc) round(rangeSpheres(2)/sc)];
38
39 [centers radii] = imfindcircles(img, range, ’ObjectPolarity’,’dark’, ’
Sensitivity’, .9,’method’,’twostage’);









49 disp(sprintf(’Radius = %f +- %f nm’, mean(raddiiT(:)), std(raddiiT(:))/ sqrt(
numel(raddiiT))));
50 disp(sprintf(’Number of particles analyzed = %i’,numel(raddiiT(:))));
B.2 Background removal
The code developed to remove the background from the DIC images is present in list-
ing B.2.
Listing B.2: Matlab script developed to remove the background from the DIC images.
Relatively to the figure 3.11 each variables correspond to: input - figure 3.11 a); grad -
figure 3.11 b); filteredImage - figure 3.11 c); mask - figure 3.11 d); output - figure 3.11 e).
1 function [ output ] = removeBackground( input, threshold )
2 %removeBackground Taking the image input and a there old this function removes
the background using the gradient of the image
3 %% input - Image from which the background will be removed
4 %% threshold - threshold to be applied at the mask




7 input = squeeze(input);
8
9 %Creation of the gradient image using prewitt method
10 grad = imgradient(input,’prewitt’);
11
12 %Creation of the Gaussian filter specifications
13 filter = fspecial(’gauss’, [5, 5], 2);
14 %Application of the Gaussian filter to the gradient image
15 filteredImage = imfilter(uint8(grad),filter);
16
17 %Application of the threshold to create the mask
18 mask = filteredImage > threshold;
19
20 %Application of the mask calculated before on the original image













Conferences and scientific article
C.1 NANOP 2017
The work was also presented in an oral presentation by Dr. Pieter A. A. De Beule at
Nanophotonics and Micro/Nano Optics (NANOP) International Conference 2017 that
happened from 13 to 15 September in Barcelona, Spain. The respective abstract and
presentation are available at reference [68].
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C.2 XIX. Annual Linz Winter Workshop
Preliminary results of this dissertation were present by the author in the XIX Annual
Linz Winter Workshop "Advances in Single-Molecule Research & Nanoscience" from 3 to
6 February 2017 at Linz, Austria in a poster communication. The poster is available in
the next page.
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 Nowadays, to study cellular biological process as 
endocytosis are used techniques that require external 
fluorescent agents. In-vivo detection of exo- and endo-
cytosis represent a great challenge to image capture 
technology due to the speed of the event, the size of 
the lipid vesicles and optical contrast available.
 Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy 
has the advantage that allows label-free imaging. How-
ever, in order to understand the DIC microscopic image 
formation process it is necessary to investigate how 
much and in which way optically anisotropic structures 
scatters the light.
 Previous work has been done by P. A. A. De Beule 
quantifying the anisotropic effect of a vesicle coated with 
a SLB above an isotropic substrate [1].
Motivation
 In 1986, Bobbert et al. solved the Maxwell’s equations for a 
substrate seeded with spheres that is known as Bobbert-Vlieger 
model [2] and it is represented in the figure 1.
 The reflectivities of these systems can be calculated by the 
equation 1 for p and s waves. 
Figure 1: Optical model for light scattering from a liposome above a SLB. 
VI represents the incident light, VIR and WS the substrate and sphere 











Rp,sT ot = rp,sSub (θ0 )e
2iqcos( θ0 ) +
2πiN
k cos(θ0 )
rp,sP ar ( rp,sSub ) (1)
 Where rp,sSub is the reflectivity from a substrate with an aniso-
tropic thin film and rp,sPar  is the reflectivity from the particle which 
depends of the substrate reflectivity [3].
 Endocytosis, a process in which a cell membrane fuses with 
vesicles by engulfing them, can be conceptualized as a core-
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 Simulations have been done to check the impact of 
the substrate (Ns) and incident medium (Ni) on the a- 
nisotropy effect.
 The images above show that values in the condi-
tion Ns=Ni have bigger shift between the anisotropic 
and the isotropic and the maximum is in the point Ns = 
Ni ≃ Navg.
ψ and Δ as function of AOI (θ0)
 Simulations to quantify the anisotropy on a ellip-
sometry experiment as function of the Angle Of Inci-
dence (AOI) are presented in figure 5.











































 For these ellipsometry measurements, the aniso- 
tropy effect can be observed by an offset in the AOI 
and changed with the particle radius.
ψ and Δ as function of λ
 In figure 4, it is quantified the anisotropic effect in a 
ellipsometry experiment changing the wavelength.











































 For the results above, it is possible to conclude that, 
for this experiment, the anisotropic effect induced an 
offset in y axis (ψ or Δ).
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Figure 3: Deviation of Δsub and ψsub due at the anisotropy in a logarithmic scale 
of a SLB above a substrate (Ns) in an incident medium (Ni).
Figure 4: Difference in Δ and ψ due the SLB anisotropy in function of the λ. Figure 5: Difference in Δ and ψ due the SLB anisotropy in function of the AOI.
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Figure 2: Δ and ψ as a function of the distance between liposomes and the SLB 
(considering a spheres density of 1 μm-2).
 One of the goals of this work is to demonstrate that 
it is possible to monitor the approaching of vesicles to a 
cellular membrane using ellipsometry. To confirm this, 
simulations which are represented in the figure 2, have 
been made changing the distance between the cellular 
membrane (substrate) and the vesicles (spheres).
 Analising the data, it is possible to notice the perio- 
dicity of the results, which is due to the constructive and 
destructive interference of the light reflected at the sub-









 As a reference, all components of the model are 





|ψ,∆ Ani − ψ,∆avg |
 The anisotropic effect is defined by δψ= ψ - ψavg and 





 Through application of an extension to the Bob-
bert-Vlieger solution of particle scattering near a sub-
strate, we have proven that the induced optical anisot-
ropy  by small density of lipids  (1 μm-2) alter the far-field 
optical scattering properties for a liposome above a lip-
id bilayer, representative for cellular and endocytosis. 
One can therefore expect lipid optical anisotropy to be 
and important contributing factor to image formation in 
DIC microscopy.
Further work
 Many models for DIC microscopy rely on isotropic 
samples, albeit a full vectorial model adequate for high 
Numerical Aperture (NA) objective formation has been 
developed taking in account the full vectorial nature of 
the electromagnetic field near imaging focus [4]. 
 Future work will therefore focus on the prediction of 
DIC image formation of anisotropic samples.
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 The  study of cellular biological process such as endo-
cytosis employs techniques that require exogenous fluores-
cent labels. In-vivo detection of exo- and endocytosis is very 
challenging for current imaging  technology due to the speed 
of the event, the small size of the lipid vesicles and th optical 
contrast available.
 Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy has 
the advantage of allowing label-free imaging. However, in 
order to understand DIC microscopic image formation, it is 
necessary to investigate the way in which optically anisotro-
pic structures scatters the light.
 Most current optical models consider only isotropic sam-
ples. Based on a vectorial model [1], in this work it is calcu-
lated the influence that weakly anisotropic scatterers (such 
as a lipid bilayer) have on DIC image formation. We also 
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 Through experimental and theoretical results, we quan-
tified the impact that small amounts of anisotropy (Δn=0.01) 
has in DIC’s image formation. In particular, for the system 
studied the lipid’s anisotropy does not have a big impact in 
the image.
 It was also proven the impact that considering anisotro-
py in the far field of endocytosis has. Further work will con-
sist in incorporate endocytosis in a DIC’s model to quantify 
the anisotropy effect in the respective image formation.
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Some implementations of interference microscopy imag-
ing use digital holographic measurements of complex scat-
tered fields to reconstruct three-dimensional refractive in-
dex maps of weakly scattering, semi-transparent objects,
frequently encountered in biological investigations. Recon-
struction occurs through application of the object scatter-
ing potential which assumes an isotropic refractive index
throughout the object. Here, we demonstrate that this as-
sumption can in some circumstances be invalid for biolog-
ical imaging due to the presence of lipid-induced optical
anisotropy. We show that the nanoscale organization of
lipids in the observation of cellular endocytosis with polar-
ized light induces a significant change in far field scatter-
ing. We obtain this result by presenting a general solution
toMaxwell’s equations describing light scattering of core-
shell particles near an isotropic substrate covered with an
anisotropic thin film. This solution is based on an extension
of the Bobbert-Vlieger solution for particle scattering near
a substrate delivering an exact solution to the scattering
problem in the near field as well as far-field. By applying this
1
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solution to study light scattering by a lipid vesicle near a lipid
bilayer, whereby the lipids are represented through a biaxial
optical model, we conclude through ellipsometry concepts
that effective amounts of lipid-induced optical anisotropy
significantly alter far field optical scattering in respect to
an equivalent optical model that neglects the presence of
optical anisotropy.
The taking in of matter by a living cell by invagination of its membrane to form a vacuole, i.e. endocytosis, and the
process of vesicles budding off membranes for the transport of membrane bound secretory vesicles to the extracellular
matrix, i.e. exocytosis, exemplify fundamental processes in biology. In-vivo detection of both exo- and endocytosis
represents a formidable challenge to image capture technology due to the speed of the event, the size of the lipid vesicles
and optical contrast available. Polarization resolved Total Internal Reflectance FluorescenceMicroscopy (TIRFM) has
been proven a powerful technique for the dynamic (Anantharam et al. (2010)) observation of exocytosis. In particular,
TIRFMhas proven capable of characterizing localized topological changes of the plasmamembrane upon exocytosis.
Within a different context (Hines et al. (2012)) illustrated how combined fluorescence confocal microscopy and video
Differential Interference Contrast (DIC) microscopy data can jointly contribute to the study of dynamic membrane
remodelling processes during nerve growth.
The image formation process of biological cells in widefield white light optical microscopy can be expected to be
influenced by structured optical anisotropy caused by lipidmembranes (Miranda andDe Beule (2016)). An effective
relation between the amount of lipid membrane optical anisotropy and optical microscopy images remains elusive
and phase sensitivemicroscopy techniques such as e.g. interferencemicroscopy imaging approaches can be expected
to depend on lipid optical anisotropy, although it is not entirely clear how. Such Label-free imaging techniques have
an advantage over fluorescence microscopy since they do not require the introduction of highly stable fluorescent
molecules capable of reporting vesicle tracking. Furthermore, the scattering cross-sections encountered when perform-
ing label free imaging are typically several orders of magnitude higher than that of fluorescencemicroscopy. DIC is a
widely used interferencemicroscopy technique that makes use of orthogonal orientations of linearly polarized light to
measure the interference of light originating from sample locations separated by awell-defined shear distance. It allows
one to derive a linear phase map of the sample (Arnison et al. (2004)). However, providing a meaningful biophysical
understanding of the contrast origin in such a phasemap remains challenging (Popescu et al. (2006)). In order to fully
predict the DICmicroscopic image formation process, and thus link it to the state of the imaged object, it is necessary to
investigate how light is scattered by optically anisotropic structures.
Here, we present the formal solution, satisfyingMaxwell’s equations, for light scattered by core-shell particle with
an optically biaxial shell above an isotropic substrate coveredwith an anisotropic thin film. With apply this solution to
the case of light scattering by a liposome above a lipid bilayer, embedded in an aqueous environment, taking into account
the lipid induced optical anisotropy. Furthermore, we study how light scattering by such samples alters due to the
presence of optical anisotropy, with the help of ellipsometric concepts. Our numerical simulations detail how far-field
light scattering during cellular exo- and endocytosis is perturbed by the presence of lipid-induced optical anisotropy.
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F IGURE 1 Light scattering of a core-shell particle with an optically biaxial shell near a substrate coveredwith an
optically biaxial thin film. The electromagnetic waves represented by spherical Debye potentials are represented in red;
geometrical dimensions are indicated in green and RI regions indicated in blue. The top right insert represent an
equivalent model for a lipid vesicle above a lipid bilayer.
1 | LIGHT SCATTERING OF A LIPOSOME SUSPENDED ABOVE A LIPID MEM-
BRANE
Figure 1 depicts the general system to which we present an analytical solution: a core-shell particle consisting of a
solid isotropic core characterized by the complex optical constant Nc and biaxial shell represented by complex optical
constants N⊥,sh and N‖,sh, suspended in an isotropic medium (Ni ) near a substrate (Ns ) covered by a biaxial thin film
(N⊥,tf andN‖,tf). Further parameters considered in ourmodel system are overall particle radius R , particle to thin film
distance δ , shell thickness d1 and thin film thickness d2 . The solution satisfyingMaxwell’s equation for light scattered by
a sphere near a substrate was presented by Bobbert and Vlieger in 1986 (Bobbert and Vlieger (1986)) and subsequently
evaluated experimentally through ellipsometry by Bobbert et al. (Bobbert et al. (1986)) Their method relies on the
formal solution represented by
WS = (1 − B · A)−1 · B · (VI + VIR) , (1)
whereby the incident and reflected waves are represented by spherical Debye potentials VI, VIR,WS, andWSR as
indicated in figure 1. MatricesA andB characterize reflection of spherical waves by the substrate and light scattering
by the particle respectively. This solution was originally applied to solid spheres on an isotropic substrate. Using the
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T-matrix approach, this has been extended to axisymmetric and even arbitrary shape particles (Wriedt andDoicu (1998);
Doicu et al. (2000)). Also, non-homogeneous particles with isotropic and biaxial coatings (Kim et al. (2002); De Beule
(2014)) have been considered. It should be noted that a simplified approximate solution has been presented by Videen
(Videen (1991, 1992)), also applied in reference (Wriedt and Doicu (1998)), assuming that the scattered field reflecting
off the surface and interacting with the particle is incident upon the surface at near-normal incidence. However, great
care should be exercised by application of this approximation, especially for metallic particles, as pointed out by (Kim
et al. (2002))
In order to establish the solution for the scattered light depicted in figure 1we extend the solution presented in
reference (De Beule (2014)) bymodifying the Fresnel reflection coefficients contained within matrixAwith the Fresnel
reflection coefficient for a substrate coveredwith a biaxial anisotropic thin film (Fujiwara (2005)). Here, we evaluate the
solution for the total light reflected from a surface density of identical core-shell particles as detailed by Bobbert et al.
(Bobbert et al. (1986)). The numerical simulations reported below have been obtained by extending the implementation
of the Bobbert-Vlieger theory found in the SCATMECH library developed by Thomas A. Germer (Germer (2015)).
A suitable optical model for cellular exo- or endocytosis representing a liposome above a lipid bilayer in an aqueous
environment is represented in the top right offigure1. Themaindifferencewith the generalmodel is that the attenuation
coefficient for all media, i.e. lipids and aqueous medium, is considered zero: the complex valued optical constant N
therefore reduces to the real valued Refractive Index (RI) n. It should be noted that in this investigation the RI are








Unless otherwise stated, all default parameters as illustrated in 1 for themodelling of sparsely seeded core-shell
particles on a surface according to reference (Bobbert et al. (1986)) are listed in table 1.
TABLE 1 Default simulation parameters.
Model parameter Value Model Parameter Value
θ 70◦ λ 0.488µm
S 1µm−2 n i = ns = nc 1.333
n ‖,sh = n ‖,lb 1.450 n⊥,sh = n⊥,lb 1.460
navg ,sh = navg ,lb 1.453 d1,2 5nm
In this work, we use ellipsometry concepts to link observable properties of scattered light with themicroscopic
optical properties of the sample. Ellipsometry typically determines the amplitude ratio of light reflected off a sample
polarized parallel and perpendicular to the plane of incidence . This ratio is typically defined as
tanΨ (λ, θ) e−i∆(λ,θ),
and is determined entirely by ellipsometry anglesΨ and∆ respectively
In this study, we are interested in the difference in scattering between an optical model based on an isotropic
sample and an optical model taking into account the lipid induced optical anisotropy. Hence, we define ellipsometry
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angles δ∆ = ∆ − ∆avg and δΨ = Ψ − Ψavg as the differences ellipsometry angles for the anisotropic and isotropic (avg)
optical models, respectively. In the isotropic (avg) case the ordinarily anisotropic refractive indices are all replaced by
their corresponding average refractive index defined through equation 2. Furthermore, we define the ellipsometry
angle differencesDΨ andD∆ for Angle Of Incidence (AOI) resolved ellipsometrymeasurements at incident angles θ1,














Figure 2 depicts modelling resultsDΨ andD∆ in absence of the liposome, i.e. based on the Fresnel reflection coefficients
for an isotropic substrate covered with a biaxial thin film only. We can distinguish three distinct regions according
to the impact of lipid film optical anisotropy being negligible, weak and strong, respectively: 1) ni ∼ ns ∼ navg ,l b , 2)
ni ∼ ns  navg ,l b and 3) ni  ns . We observe a maximum for DΨ and D∆ when ni = ns = navg ,l b . The AOI resolved
spectroscopic ellipsometry curves for Ψ and ∆ underlying three example points in the abovementioned regions are
shown in figure 2 (bottom left) and (bottom right) respectively. Given that aqueousmedia have a RI of ∼1.33, we can
conclude that the small optical anisotropy of a lipid bilayer has a relatively significant impact on the far-field scattering
polarization properties, in comparison to an isotropic model equivalent. It should, however, be noted that the overall
reflected intensity drops to zero in zone onewhere ni ∼ ns ∼ navg ,l b since this represents a homogeneous sample, so
while the effect under investigation becomes larger it becomes increasingly challenging to observe experimentally.
Ellipsometry modelling of liposomes with radii R of 50nm, 150nm and 250nm above a lipid bilayer are illustrated in
figure 3 for a wavelength (top) and AOI (bottom) resolved ellipsometry respectively. For spectroscopic ellipsometry the
model predicts a∼2.5◦ Ψ shift upon consideration of the lipid bilayer optical anisotropy for light scattering at an AOI 70◦ ,
largely independent of the liposome diameter. On the contrary, optical anisotropy has a progressively stronger impact
on∆(λ) for larger liposome diameters. From the AOI resolved ellipsometryΨ angle, we note that the influence of lipid-
induced optical anisotropy becomesmore pronounced for increasing AOI with a ∼1◦ discrepancy between anisotropic
and correspondingly isotropic averagedmodel at an AOI of 30◦ as compared to ∼3◦ at AOI 80◦. Several obstacles might
prevent the experimental observation of the theoretically predicted curves reported by figure 3, including sample
polydispersity, vesicle aggregation, Poisson statistics of the particle density, capacity to obtain well defined isotropic
and anisotropic shells around a perfectly homogeneous core and other sample homogeneities. However, figure 3 does
indicate a significant capacity of a small 0.01 shell anisotropymodifying the phase of a transmitted wave which is critical
for the observation with interferencemicroscopic imaging.
Finally, we show in figure 4 the evolution of ellipsometry angles Ψ and ∆ for liposomes with 100nm radius for a
change in liposome to lipid bilayer distance δ − R , which express the change in scattering expected to occur over the
course of an exo- or endocytosis process. In accordancewith Figure 3, lipid-induced optical anisotropy induces a ∼2◦
shift in Ψ. Interestingly, the ellipsometry angle ∆ exhibits a sinusoidal-like behaviour with a period of ∼700nm and
an amplitude of ∼1.5◦. Inclusion of the lipid optical anisotropy reduces this amplitude to ∼1◦ while maintaining the
sinusoidal period. Similarly to the discussion following figure 2, figure 4 suggests that optical anisotropy plays a role in
the observation of cellular exo- or endocytosis with interferencemicroscopic imaging.
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3 | CONCLUSION
Wehave demonstrated that small values, i.e. 0.01, of lipid-induced optical anisotropy alter the far-field optical scattering
properties for a liposome above a lipid bilayer with respect to a corresponding all isotropic optical model based on
the corresponding average RI. We achieved this through an extension to the Bobbert-Vlieger solution of particle
scattering near a substrate. This work effectively demonstrates that lipid optical anisotropy can be expected to play an
important role in themicroscopic observation of cellular exo- or endocytosis by phase sensitive interferencemicroscopy
imaging including DICmicroscopy, more recently introduced approaches relying on digital holography referred to as
Quantitative Phase Imaging (QPI) (Dunn and Zicha (1993); Cuche et al. (1999)) and tomographic phasemicroscopy (Jin
et al. (2017)). For the latter, we believe that one should be cautious with the interpretation of refractive indexmaps
obtained using prevailing reconstruction techniques which are based upon the concept of isotropic scattering potential
introduced by (Wolf (1969)):
χ (x , y , z ) = β 20
[
n2 (x , y , z ) − n2m
]
,
where β 20 = 2π/λ0 represents the propagation constant in free space, n (x , y , z ) the isotropic refractive index (RI)
distribution of the object and nm the refractive index of the surrounding medium. This formulation is derived by
assuming an isotropic sample RI distribution and so the impact of an anisotropic sample RI is currently not understood.
Additionally, we would like to point out that, provided lipid-induced optical anisotropy is known to be temperature
dependant as reported for example by (Mashaghi et al. (2008)), our work concomitantly therefore predicts that image
formation of cellular exo- or endocytosis can be temperature-dependant.
Future work will focus on the integration of our scattering model with high Numerical Aperture (NA), i.e. high
resolution, objective image formation that has been developed taking into account the full vectorial nature of the
electromagnetic field near imaging focus for DICmicroscopy (Munro and Török (2005)). Hereby, we aim to provide a
rigorous electromagnetic framework for the observation of small liposomal vesicles through video-DIC in real-time.
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F IGURE 2 Optical modelling without presence of the lipid sphere: DΨ (top left) andD∆ (top right) for AOI resolved
ellipsometry from 30◦ to 80◦ for different values of the incident and substrate refractive indices respectively; AOI
resolvedΨ (bottom left) and∆ (bottom right) profiles for anisotropic lipid thin film and the isotropic counterpart based
on the average RI.
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F IGURE 3 Ellipsometry anglesΨ (left) and∆ (right) for wavelength (top) and AOI (bottom) resolved ellipsometry of
liposomewith radii of 50nm, 150nm and 250nm above a lipid bilayer (δ = R ). Results for R =0.15µm have been omitted
from the bottom graphs due to limited curve separation.
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F IGURE 4 Ellipsometry anglesΨ and∆ of a liposome above a lipid bilayer for varying distance between the








The present annex introduces the reader to the materials and experimental protocol
followed by Dr A. Miranda to elaborate the coated and uncoated silica spheres used in
this work. All samples were prepared with Milli-Q ultrapure water with conductivity of
18.2Ω cm−1.
I.1 Silica spheres preparation
Materials
• Tetraethyl Orthoslication (TEOS), from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United
States);
• Ammonium Hydroxide (NH4OH) 28%, from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri,
United States);
• Sodium Chloride (NaCl), from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
• N-(2-Hydroxyethil) piperazine-N-(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (HEPES), from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
• Calcium Chloride (CaCl2), from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
• Milli-Q water
Protocol
Silica spheres were prepared using the Stöber method with slight modifications [53].
1. TEOS was mixed with a solution of NH4OH and left to react at room temperature
for 24 hours;
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ANNEX I. EXPERIMENTAL PROTOCOLS
2. The particle suspension was centrifuged twice at 9000 rpm for 5 min with ethanol;
3. Then, it was centrifuged in Milli-Q water three times at 9000 rpm for 5 min;
4. The pellet was placed to dry under vacuum overnight;
5. The silica spheres obtained (0.7282 g) were resuspended in 45.5 mL of calcium
buffer (150 mmol L−1 of NaCl, 10 mmol L−1 of HEPES and 2 mmol L−1 of CaCl2);
I.2 Coated silica spheres preparation
Materials
• 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DOPC), from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.
(Alabama, United States);
• 1,2-dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phospho-L-serine (DOPS), from Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc.
(Alabama, United States);
• Silica spheres
• NaCl, from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
• HEPES, from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
• CaCl2, from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, Missouri, United States);
Protocol
1. DOPC and DOPS were mixed in the desired lipid ratio of 4:1 in chloroform, fol-
lowed by gentle drying under a nitrogen stream and overnight vacuum drying to
remove organic solvent traces;
2. Multilamellar Vesicles (MLVs) of the lipid mixture were obtained by resuspend-
ing the lipidic film in a freshly prepared calcium buffer (150 mmol L−1 of NaCl,
10 mmol L−1 of HEPES and 2 mmol L−1 of CaCl2) in order to obtain a final concen-
tration of 1 mg mL−1;
3. Frozen and thawed MLVs were obtained by repeating five time the following cycle:
freezing the vesicles in liquid nitrogen, thawing the sample in a water bath at 25 ◦C
and vortexing at 2000 rpm for 1 min;
4. Suspension was left undisturbed for 90 min at room temperature and extruded 12
times by Lipex Biomembranes extruder (Northern Lipids, Inc., Vancouver, Canada)
through polycarbonate filters with different pores sizes (100 nm and 200 nm to
produce Large Unilamellar Vesicles (LUVs);
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I .2. COATED SILICA SPHERES PREPARATION
5. 1 µL or 5 µL of silica spheres suspension were mixed with 100 µL or 1000 µL of
LUVs suspension, vortexed for 1 min at 2000 rpm and left undisturbed in the fridge
over-night;
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